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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with a study of learning in 
feedback networks of adaptive logic circuits. Random 
networks have been studied by various researchers, but 
previous work has not considered the adaptation mechanisms 
in dynamic logic networks which result from exposure to a 
non-random environment.

Starting with a consideration of some limitations of 
a single-layer static network, the concept of a dynamic 
net (i.e. one with feedback connections) is introduced.
The behaviour of the system is described in terms of its 
cycling activity in state space, and the effect of training 
on the state structure is considered.

Subsequent experimental investigations consider 
unsupervised learning in the net where early evidence of a 
clustering effect is seen. This effect is found to be 
more pronounced when constraints are applied to the system 
in the sense that controlling gates are included in the 
feedback path. The nature and definition of memory and 
perception in such nets, and the response of the net to 
sequences of inputs is also presented and discussed. In 
conclusion, a simple probabilistic analysis is developed 
so as to provide a basis for a general understanding of 
dynamic networks of this kind.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND BRAIN MODELLING
CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction.

The ability to learn (to modify behaviour in the 
light of past experience) is perhaps the most 
fundamental characteristic which one seeks as evidence 
of "intelligent" behaviour, whether in living or 
artificial systems. It is necessary, therefore, to see 
the work to be described here, which is concerned with 
the electronic simulation of learning, against the back
ground of so-called "artificial intelligence" and brain 
modelling.

There seems to be some evidence that discussion 
and speculation on "artificial intelligence" and 
"thinking machines" dates back as far as the time of 
Babbage (see Bowden, 1953) ^  , but it was only with the 
coming of large and fast digital computers that the 
implications of these speculations were first seriously 
considered.

The question "Can machines think?" held a 
fascination for researchers long before practical develop
ments in artificial intelligence became feasible. The
most notable contribution to the early literature on the

(2 )subject came from Turing (1950) , who avoided the »
conventional approach of defining the terms "thinking" 
and "machine" and applied instead what has come to be
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known as the Turing test. Essentially, this proposes
that if an external observer, communicating by some
remote means (e.g. via a teletype), is unable to
distinguish between a human subject and a machine, then
the machine can be considered intelligent. In a more

(3)recent discussion,Armer (1960) suggests that both 
machines and humans have a place in a multi-dimensional 
"continuum" of intelligence. In terms of sophistication, 
for instance, humans are clearly superior to machines, 
while the reverse is the case when considering relative 
positions in, say, the speed dimension.

The term "artificial intelligence" now embraces
such a wide range of overlapping interests that the task
of defining particular categories is almost impossible.
One important area of research is that of heuristic
programming. Early work in this field included the chess

(4)playing program of Newell, Shaw and Simon (1958) , and
Samuel's illustration of artificial learning using the
game of checkers (Samuel, 1959) ^  . More recent work has
produced programs for such diverse tasks as balancing
assembly lines (Tonge, 1965) v and analysing chemical

(7)structures (Buchanan et. al., 1969) . A comprehensive
survey of heuristic programming techniques and

/ O \achievements can be found in the book by Slagle (19 71) 1

A rather less fruitful approach to artificial
intelligence is that of artificial evolution, the main
proponents of this idea being Fogel, Owens and Walsh 

19)(1966) . Rather than modelling observed phenomena
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occurring in nature, they attempt to simulate 
evolutionary processes which might occur. The modelling 
takes the form of producing generations of automata by 
means of selection and mutation. This artificial 
speeding up of evolution was found to be considerably 
hampered by the increasing complexity of successive 
"offspring".

Another important line of research comes under 
the general heading of intelligent networks, and involves 
studies of the bulk properties of groups of inter
connected but distinct individual elements. It is this 
approach which is pursued in subsequent pages, and hence 
a more detailed survey follows in section 1.2.

For a further study of the general field of
artificial intelligence, several review papers can be
consulted. Early work (mainly heuristic techniques) is
surveyed by Minsky (1961) , who attempts to divide
the field into its main sub-categories, and Solomonoff
(1963) , while a later paper by Feigenbaum (1969)
reviews more recent work and lists some of the major
centres of artificial intelligence research. A review
of self-organising systems (usually networks of real or

(13)artificial neurons) is given by Pask (1964) , and an
introduction to the formal theory of learning machines

(14)can be found in the book by Nilsson (1965) . For a
closer study of pattern recognition, a research area 
with which the present work is connected, reference may 
be made to the book by Bongard (19 70) and a
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collection of papers on pattern recognition methodology 
edited by Watanabe (1969) .

1.2 Introduction to "intelligent" networks.

For many years the problem of designing artificially
intelligent machines has prompted researchers to study
some aspects of human intelligence as being likely to
improve their designs. Within the spectrum of these
endeavours to understand human methods of problem solving,
one or two general references will serve to indicate the

( 17 )broad approaches. Travis (1963) suggests introspec
tion as a useful tool in such research, while typical 
psychological methods are illustrated in a collection of

/ 1 O \papers edited by Wason and Johnson-Laird (1968) v . The
interaction between natural and "artificial" intelligence
is illustrated (with particular reference to the pattern
recognition problem) in a book subtitled "Studies in

( 19 )living and automatic systems" (Kolers, 1968)

In the forefront of the network approach, however, 
have been the efforts to produce brain models capable of 
reproducing some of the intelligent functions of the 
human brain. Comparisons between the brain and the 
electronic computer (von Neumann, 1958^20 ,̂ George,

(2 l ) (22)1961v , Wooldridge, 1963^ ) are numerous, but largely
irrelevant in present context. It is more fruitful to 
trace the growth of interest in modelling the functions 
the brain - i.e. the behaviour of neural nets.
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In addition to the neuropsychological theories
aimed at understanding collections of individual
neurons (characterised by Hebb's (1949) theory of form 

(2 3)perception - postulating the formation of "cell
assemblies" and later "phase sequences" as a result of
repeated stimulation of specific receptors - and

(24)simulated by Farley and Clark (1954) and Rochester
(25 )et. al. (1956) ) came the advancement of interest in

the mathematical modelling of neuronal activity.

Fundamental to this work was the simple neuron of
McCulloch and Pitts (1943)^^ - see Figure 1.1 - which
makes use of the essentially binary nature of real

(2 7)neurons (see e.g. Brazier, 1951) . Using the
McCulloch and Pitts neuron model as the basic elements,

(28)Rosenblatt (1962) v ' proposed networks of artificial
neurons which he called "perceptrons", a concept later
studied in considerable depth by Minsky and Papert 

(29 )(1969) . The perceptron concept was also to be found
in several practical developments, such as the ADALINE
of Widrow and Hoff (1961) and the pattern recognition

(31)machine designed by Taylor (1959) , both of which
incorporated the variable (analogue) weight principle in 
order to achieve a learning mechanism.

The classic work on mathematical modelling of 
neural processes is that of Caianiello (1961, 1966)
His method involves two sets of equations - neuronic 
equations representing the instantaneous behaviour of the
system with fixed element functions, and mnemonic equations
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Condition for neuron to fire is given b\:

k
f = 1 when . w. i. > T 1 = 1 1 1

Figure 1.1: Simple neuron model of McCulloch & Pitts.
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which describe changes in the functions themselves. The 
solutions of the neuronic equations predict a cyclic 
activity which is taken to represent the "thought 
processes" occurring in the network. This cyclic 
behaviour has much in common with the dynamic behaviour 
of the networks studied in the work to be described here.

1.3 Adaptive logic circuits.

The networks which are to be studied in this and 
the following chapters are not composed of artificial 
neurons in the accepted sense. The basic unit is the 
s.l.a.m. (stored logic adaptive microcircuit) element. 
Although not strictly a neuron model, it will be shown 
in later chapters that networks of these elements can 
function in a way comparable to more conventional "neural" 
nets.

In operation, this element - which is a commercially
available integrated circuit - is essentially identical to
a bit-addressed (i.e. single output) random access memory
(r.a.m.). There is already much published literature on
the development, properties and applications of s.l.a.m.

( 34)devices (see Aleksander, 1967 , Aleksander and Albrow,
1968 ) , but a functional description of their
operation is given for reference in Appendix I.

The following section describes how in a simple 
experiment in pattern recognition, the learning behaviour
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of a group of human subjects can be modelled by a 
single-layer network of s.l.a.m. elements. The 
limitations of the comparison will provide the basis 
for the further experimental investigations reported 
in later chapters, which discuss much more flexible 
dynamic systems.

1.4 An experiment in human pattern learning.

One of the most common pattern recognition tasks 
which humans are required to perform in everyday life is 
that of reading and understanding letters and numerals, 
either printed or handwritten. Since this experiment is 
intended to assess some of the learning capabilities of 
humans, the use of such familiar characters in an 
experiment of this nature is precluded as they are already 
known to the subjects. However, just as everyday visual 
characters belong to a (very large) set of variants of 
"prototype" characters, it is possible to produce a 
random (and therefore unfamiliar) prototype pattern from 
which can be derived a set of "noisy" or distorted 
variants.

This prototype (the generating pattern) is shown 
in Figure 1.2(a), and from it were derived five groups of 
patterns, classified according to their Hamming distance 
(H) from the generating pattern. (Hamming distance as a 
measure of similarity between patterns is explained 
fully in section 2.3). The patterns were represented as



(a) Generator

(f) H = 28

Figure 1.2: Generator pattern and typical derivatives .
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binary values in order that they could be used as 
inputs to a network of s.l.a.m. elements. For ease of 
viewing they were organised in a matrix as shown in 
Figure 1.2.

One group of patterns was chosen as the training
)V\Ca- X  v. wA.\A. tv\

set. These were each at aNyHamming distance of 2 from 
the generator and thus at a Hamming distance of 4 from 
each other. The other values of H used were 6, 10, 22 
and 28. Representative examples from each of these five 
pattern groups are shown in Figure 1.2(b) to Figure 
1.2(f) .

The patterns were presented to a group of 16 
volunteer subjects by projection on a screen. The 
experiment consisted of ten tests. In each test the 
first five patterns shown were training patterns (H=2), 
and the subjects were told that these patterns all 
belonged to the same class. These were followed by five 
test patterns, one from each of the five H-groups, and 
the subjects were asked to assess the similarity between 
each test pattern and the patterns of the training set. 
Their judgement was recorded by assigning to each test 
pattern a "score" between 0 and 10, a high score 
signifying a high degree of similarity between test 
pattern and training patterns, and a low score a low 
degree of similarity. Using this procedure the ten 
test runs were carried out, at the end of which the 
subjects had eventually been "trained" on fifty patterns.
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In general it was found that high scores were 
given to similar patterns and low scores to dissimilar 
patterns, and that performance improved as a function 
of the amount of training. Some typical results,

(31)previously reported by Aleksander and Fairhurst (1970) ,
are repeated in Figure 1.3(a). This shows the response 
distributions as a function of training for test 
patterns of the two groups with Hamming distance values 
of 2 and 22 respectively, these representing patterns 
which are (in terms of Hamming distance) quite distinct.

If the Hamming distance relation between a test
pattern and a set of training patterns is known, it is
possible to predict the response of a single-layer network

(38)of s.l.a.m. elements (see Aleksander, 1970^ '). The
distribution of responses for a net of nine 4-input 
elements was calculated (this giving the best fit to the 
observed experimental data), and is shown for comparison 
in Figure 1.3(b). It will be seen that while the net 
is able to distinguish clearly between the two pattern 
groups after training on only five patterns, the human 
response shows some confusion in the early stages (i.e. 
there is some measure of overlap between the distributions). 
The human response is seen to separate the two groups as 
more training patterns are seen, while in contrast, the 
electronic network will eventually saturate - i.e. produce 
a 100% response to any input pattern - if training is
continued to excess.
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(a) Human response

(b) Net response

W 7 À  ~ 11=2 group - H=2 2 group

(i) 5 training patterns
(ii) 20 training patterns

(iii) 35 training patterns

Figure 1.3: Comparison of human response and

net response .
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The results for other Hamming distance groups are 
similar in form and will therefore not be discussed at 
greater length. For completeness the distributions for 
two other groups - the H=2 and H=12 groups - are 
compared in Figure 1.4(a) and Figure 1.4(b). Here the 
net is completely unable to separate the two groups 
after training on 35 patterns, while human response 
shows a relatively high degree of distinguishability.

In the final part of the experiment the subjects, 
having seen fifty slightly degraded versions of a 
"prototype" (the generator pattern), were asked to draw 
their reconstruction of what they considered the 
generator pattern to be. Two attempts produced were 
completely correct and most of the remainder came within 
a Hamming distance of 10 of the correct pattern. Such 
behaviour is, of course, outside the scope of the simple 
electronic network considered earlier. The human 
capability of internally generating a "prototype" pattern 
can only be accounted for by assuming some kind of feed
back mechanism. Such a mechanism can easily be incor
porated into the electronic system, and it is on these 
dynamic nets that attention will be focussed in later 
chapters.

1.5 Applications of automata theory to brain modelling.

There exist many theories and models (usually realised 
by computer simulation) which attempt to explain and
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(a) Human response

(b) Net response

- H=2 group
(i) 5 training patterns

(ii) 20 training patterns
(iii) 35 training patterns

H=12 group

Figure 1.4: Comparison of human and net 
for different test groups.

response

v
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imitate some aspects of the functioning of the brain.
In particular, as is the case in the work to be 
reported here, much attention has been given to the
modelling of the pattern recognition processes of the

(39)brain (e.g. visual perception - see Epstein, 1967 v ).

One of the most frequently pursued lines of attack 
is to consider the information processing system of the 
brain (visual, auditory etc.) as a collection of "black 
boxes", each labelled according to its specific function.

Typical of this approach is the model of the
human visual networks proposed by Baron (19 7C>/40  ̂which
emphasises the distinctions between the operations of
search, storage, recognition etc. (as compared with other
visual processing models such as that of Kabrisky
(1966)^^). Noton (1970) describes how patterns
can be stored in memory as traces which contain both the
pattern features and the shifts of attention from point
to point in the visual field which relate them. Sparkes'

(43)model (1969) for auditory pattern recognition, while
leaving the precise mechanics of perception (e.g. detection

(44)of lines, angles, etc. - see Hubei and Wiesel, 1962 45
(45)and Lettvin et. al., 1959 ) unspecified, incorporates

the idea of associative memory which is of interest in 
the context of what is to follow. For a survey of some 
formal models of visual and auditory perceptual systems 
and some related problems, the volume edited by Wathen- 
Dunn (1967) should be consulted.
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The research which is described in the following
pages has its roots not in the "black box" approach,

(4 7)but in automata theory (Aleksander, 1970 ). It is
clearly possible to model the brain using standard
automata theory concepts (see e.g. Booth, 196 8 or

(4 9)Arbib, 1969 )and moreover, the model can be related
to a physical structure which is realisable in electronic
hardware (such as s.l.a.m. elements), providing a basis 
for explanation of several aspects of human behaviour 
such as adaptation, recognition and recall of environ
mental events etc. (Aleksander and Fairhurst, 1 9 7 2 ) .  
When considered in this way the "thought processes" and 
memory mechanisms of the model can be conveniently 
expressed in terms of state transitions of the automaton. 
It is the precise nature of the possible state 
trajectories occurring under certain conditions which is 
the subject of the experimental investigations which 
follow. Some preliminary investigations in this field 
and a theoretical study of sequential adaptive logic 
circuits has previously been carried out by Mamdani 
(1971) (51) .

The application of state space concepts to problems
in artificial intelligence is not without precedent, For
instance, Kiss (1967, 1969) v ' uses the technique
in his studies of models of word storage, as does

(5 4)Kauffman (1969) when discussing the biological impli
cations of random logic networks. It is worth considering 
the latter work in a little more detail since it provides 
a convenient background for much of the present work.
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In his studies of networks of randomly inter
connected elements, each with randomly assigned logic 
functions, Kauffman found that only few modes of 
activity (observable as repeating cycles of states) 
could exist. Typically, for a net of 100 two-input 
elements, the number of possible state cycles was found 
to be about 10 and the number of transitions per cycle 
to be of the same order. Kauffman comments on this 
remarkable "stability" in a biological context by 
considering the elements of the net as analogues of 
biological genes. The modes of behaviour (the state 
cycles) are then seen as the possible cell types arising 
from the interaction of the genes. Kauffman considers 
only random (untrained) networks in his experimental 
findings. The present research goes further by exploring 
the changes in behaviour (i.e. modifications to the state 
space structure) which occur when such a network is 
exposed to an environment which is not random.

The capacity to learn which is found in humans has
(55)produced many psychological theories (Hilgard, 1948 ,

(56)Borger and Seaborne, 1966 v ') since it is crucial to 
the study of intelligence. Similarly, the study of 
electronic learning and adaptation may prove crucial to an 
understanding of "artificial" intelligence in adaptive 
networks.

Fundamentally, the information processing operation of
s.l.a.m. networks employs the n-tuple sampling method

(5 7)first introduced by Bledsoe and Browning (1959) , also
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investigated by Ullman and Kidd (1969) and Ullman
(59)(1969) . Here however, these techniques are

extended by the introduction of feedback pathways within 
the system.

The guiding principle of the present work is that
Stimulus-Response models (e.g. Hull, 1952'60^)are to be
discarded and replaced by networks which are dynamic in
nature. The models of Ashby (1952 , 1956) and

f 6 3)Young (1969) v introduce the idea of homeostasis (self
regulation in biological systems) and the importance of 
feedback is also apparent in the information-flow models 
of MacKay (1956) and Thomas (1970) .

Similarly, the concept of feedback in psychological
research (where it is usually re-labelled "knowledge of

(66)results" - see Annett (1969) k ) has been shown to be 
an important factor in human performance in many tasks 
(e.g. improvement in reaction times of subjects with 
knowledge of results, reported by Church and Camp 
(1965) (67)) .

The following chapters will show how feedback 
processes within adaptive networks enable the traditional 
concepts of learning and adaptation to be redefined in a 
new light.
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IMPORTANT NOTE:

One final word must be included here about 
experimental techniques, which applies to the remainder 
of the thesis. In general, results are quoted for one 
network only (i.e. one possible set of interconnections). 
It should be stated here that in all cases the results 
were confirmed by repeating experiments with a different 
connection matrix, but for clarity it has been considered 
unnecessary to include data which is redundant.
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CHAPTER 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF AN UNSUPERVISED NETWORK

2.1 Learning without an external teacher

In most applications of adaptive - i.e. "learning" -
networks (e.g. in problems of pattern recognition), it
is assumed that an "intelligent" teacher is available 

(68)(Nagy, 1968)1 ' . The role of the teacher is to supply
information about the desired response of the network 
to patterns in a training set, as a result of which the 
network modifies its behaviour so as to map input classes 
into a distinct set of outputs.

Nevertheless, it is possible for the learning 
process to be accomplished without external aid.
(Spragins, 1966(69), Fralick, 1967v70)). This generally 
implies that the system is formulating information about 
the pattern classes from the statistical characteristics 
of the inputs presented to it.

One motivation for pursuing this idea is that in 
living systems "teach" signals must be extracted from 
the sensory information being received by the organism. 
Although much is known about the mechanisms of transmission

(71)of sensory data (see Lowenstein, 1966 , Mellon,
(72)1968 ), there seems to be no evidence of separate path

ways in the nervous system for "teach" information.
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The idea of intermixing "teach" inputs and sensory
inputs in the learning process in a simple single-layer
s.l.a.m. net has been briefly introduced elsewhere

(73)(Aleksander, 1970) . This chapter considers in
greater depth the learning behaviour of a network which 
utilizes only the data supplied by the input patterns 
themselves.

2.2 Physical details of the net.

The network investigated here consists of 36 3- 
input s.l.a.m.s connected to a 6x6 matrix at input and 
output, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Notation:

Input matrix

Output matrix

"Teach" matrix

Input to s.l.a.m.s

[l] { 1 1 2̂ '

= [O] = {o1, o2,

= [T] = {tr  t2,

= [x] = {x i;l,x21

----i } H  n i 36n

----o } 1 £ n 4 36n

----t } 1 ^ n >$ 36

— -xjk) 1 -i ] 3
1 4 k « 36

Random connections are made between the [i] matrix
and the [X] matrix in such a way that each element of I
is connected to three different s.l.a.m.s (i.e. for three
inputs x. , , x. v , x. v connected to any element of

3lkl j2K2 J3 3



s . 1 .a .iti. 
elements

V

INPUT
MATRIX

foCO

OUTPUT
MATRIX

Fi gure 2.1:
clock

Block diagram of the system.
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I , then k1 k2 f k^) .

The "teach" inputs are also made to sample the 
input to the net, such that t = i for all values of 
n, and the [o] matrix is connected in such a way that an 
output on is forced by the teach signal tn (for n=l to 
36) during the teaching phase.

The net is dynamic in the sense that an input
(stimulus) produces a response which is fed back to
become the next input to the net. The net is assumed to
cycle in discrete intervals of time (i.e. controlled
by a clock), and the feedback connections are
such that the output element on at a time 0 becomes the
next input element i' at time (0+1), for all values of n. ---- n
This is the method of connection first introduced by

(74)Aleksander and Mamdani (1968)

2.3 Experimental patterns.

It is necessary to make some comment on the patterns 
used in the following experiments with the net described, 
since, in order to make any objective observations about 
the performance of the net, some quantitative parameters 
of the experimental patterns must be known.

Data for experiments in pattern recognition usually 
consists of samples taken from the pattern classes to be 
recognised. An obvious example is that of taking samples
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of letters and numbers written by many different
(7 5)people (see e.g. Neisser and Weene, 1960 ), these

samples corresponding to noisy, distorted or translated 
versions of what can be called "prototypes" of the 
individual classes.

In a similar way the pattern classes used here 
are formed by defining a set of generator patterns 
(prototypes of the required classes) from which patterns 
at varioui Hamming distances can be derived. The 
Hamming distance between two patterns is simply the 
number of binary points in which they differ, and as such 
is a convenient measure of their similarity.

For instance, consider two patterns and P2 , 
represented by the vectors

[px] = {Pn/ P]_2' plnJ

[p2] = ^ 2 1 ' p22' p2n*

Performing an "exclusive OR" operation between the 
corresponding elements of [P̂ ] and [p2] a new vector

[D] = id1, d2 , --- dR }

= { <pH  ® p21> ' (p12 0 p22} ' -- (pln 0 p2n} }

is formed.
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Then the Hamming distance (H) between the patterns 
P.̂ and P2 is given by

n
H = Z  d.

j-1 D

ywhere L, refers to an arithmetical summation of logical
ones .

Since most of the experimental work is concerned 
with two-class learning, two generators were used. These 
are seen (Figure 2.2) to be prototypes of the letters 'T' 
and 'H'. The two pattern classes to be considered 
therefore corresponded to variants of these two prototypes. 
The amount of degradation (the Hamming distance measured 
with respect to the appropriate generator) has possible 
values between 0 (zero, the generator itself) and 36 (the 
logical inverse of the generator). Training sets were 
made up of patterns at a Hamming distance of two from the 
respective generators except where otherwise specified.

2.4 Simplified "model" network.

Consider the network shown in Figure 2.3 which 
consists of four 2-input s.l.a.m. elements.
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Figure 2.2

(a) Generator for T-patterns.

(b) Generator for H-patterns.
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0-

0.

0

Figure 2.3 Simple model net.

The [i] matrix is covered twice by the s.l.a.m. 
inputs to give a 1:1 correspondence between input and 
output. The teach connections (not shown) are made as 
for the net described in section 2.2, so that each t is 
connected to the corresponding in<

Since this net has only sixteen possible states its 
entire state space structure can easily be represented 
and its behaviour precisely evaluated. In this respect 
it provides a useful model which will be used as a basis 
for the explanation of the observed behaviour in larger 
practical systems.
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2.5 One-class learning.

2.5 (i)_____ Empirical results.

The net was trained on ten patterns of the same 
class with the teach terminals of the s.l.a.m.s sampling 
the input matrix completely as described in section 2.2. 
The teach signals were then cut off (i.e. the "teach 
phase" terminated and the learnt logic functions of the 
elements fixed) and the state sequence observed for a 
set of test patterns which included the patterns of the 
training set. The state of the system at any time is 
simply the output vector [0] . The feedback path around 
the system causes a sequence of outputs which eventually 
reaches a stable state or a recurring cycle of states.

The resulting state space behaviour is shown in 
Figure 2.4, were states are plotted with respect to their 
Hamming distance from the last-seen training pattern 
(this is labelled P). All states therefore lie on a set 
of concentric circles radiating from P, whose radii 
represent the Hamming distance from pattern P. The 
transitions are also drawn to scale with respect to 
Hamming distance between successive states.

The pattern which was "seen" last by the net in its 
period of training is obviously dominating the subsequent 
performance of the net, since the state sequences of all 
other training patterns are converging around it. This 
dependence on the order of training and the influence of
the last pattern in a training sequence is discussed further
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Figure 2.4: State space behaviour in one-class learning.
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in section 2.8.

Figure 2.4 also shows how all patterns, including 
those which begin at a large Hamming distance from the 
training set - and could therefore belong to a 
completely different class - are drawn in towards the 
training patterns.

It appears that here the net forms an internal 
model of the environment, which in this case consists of 
only one pattern class. An explanation of the conver
gence of states around the last-seen training pattern is 
best provided by referring to the model net described in 
section 2.4.

2.5 (ii)_____ One-class learning in the model net.

In order to gain an understanding of the observed 
behaviour, it is instructive to consider some instances 
of one-class learning in the model net.

When untrained, with all stores set to zero, this 
net has the very simple state diagram shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 State space of the untrained model net.

Now consider, step by step, training this net on a 
series of similar patterns.

(a) Train on (0111)

On training with a single pattern (0111), the state 
diagram is modified as shown in Figure 2.6(a). Because 
of the connection of the teach wires, the training pattern 
obviously forms a stable state (0111). The chain leading
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into (0010) is formed because input (0010) gives (01) 
at the input to element S-3* as does (0111), and 
therefore causes an output of 1 at S-3 which sustains 
pattern (0010). Also (0110) addresses the location in 
S-3 which contains a 1, which is not the case for the 
other elements. This causes the transition (0110)(0010) , 
(0011) addresses S-2 and S-3 in the same way as the 
training pattern (0111), causing them to output I's and 
produce the transition (0011)^(0110). (0000) is a
recurring stable state and is entered by many other states, 
since no addresses in common with (0111) which require 
storage of a 1 occur.

In fact, all changes in the structure of the state 
diagram are due to common addresses between the states 
involved in the change and the pattern (0111) which was 
"seen" by the net during training.

(b) Add another similar training pattern so that the 
training sequence becomes (0111), (0101). The resulting
state space diagram is shown in Figure 2.6(b).

Here the new training pattern (0101) forms its own 
small cluster. This drawing in of other states can be 
explained as follows:

*See Figure 2.3, page 33.
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If the two training patterns are

0 0

1
and

1

1 0

1 1

then, because of the net connections,

1. 0^ can never be 1.

2. 02 is 1 for inputs (01), (11) to S-2»

3. 0^ is 1 for input (01) to S-3.

4. 04 is 1 for input (11) to S-4.

In other words, for the output [o] to be
0

1

0

1
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the input matrix [i] must be

where
d = "don't care

Hence, states which could form a (0101) cluster
are: -

(0101) (0111) (1101) (1111) 

However, any input which has the feature

0

1

must be excluded, since this would make 0^ = 1.
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The states in the (0101) cluster are therefore 

(0101) (1101) (1111)

The other training pattern (0111) is not affected.

(c) Training sequence (0111), (0101), (0011)[see Figure
2.6 (c) .]

Here (0111), which was an early training pattern, is 
drawn into the latest training pattern (0011). This is 
because is now forced to logical 0 for input (11) to 
S-2, whereas previously S-2 was taught to output 1 for 
this input. A "contradiction" in training has occurred, 
a later address is common with that of an early pattern 
disturbing its ne*t state mapping.

Further states are drawn into (0101) as follows:

1. 0^ cannot be 1.

2. 02 is 1 for input (01) to S-2.

3. 0^ is 1 for input (01) to S-3,

04 is 1 for inputs (01) (11) to S-4.4.
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For [0] 
to be

0 d

1
the input 
[l] must be

d

0 0

1 1
.

and so (0001), (0101), (1001), (1101) from a cluster.
States (1111) and (1011) are drawn in by virtue of 
their entering state (0001).

(d) Finally, make the training sequence

(0111), (0101), (0011), (0001) [see Figure 2.6(d)].

Here again a "contradiction" occurs (S-2 is forced to out
put 0 for (01) at the input). Once more the last-taught 
pattern (0001) is undistorted, the earlier pattern (0101) 
being distorted and drawn in to (0001).

There are, therefore, several factors which cause 
states to be drawn in towards the training patterns, and 
particularly to the last-seen pattern:

The generalising property of s.l.a.m. nets(due as it 
is to common addressing)means that an output forced during
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training can be produced by previously unseen patterns. 
The system here is, in effect, two separate single-layer 
nets (Net 1 = S-l, S-2 , Net 2 = S-3, S-4), each making 
a complete sample of the input. Since each net has 
generalising effect, the probability of a considerable 
number of patterns being drawn in to a particular state 
is high. In the practical system of section 2.2 the 
input matrix is covered three times.

Contradiction during training. If for two training 
patterns a different output is forced for the same input 
to any particular element, then the earlier pattern is 
distorted and the forced output of the lasi-seen pattern 
is dominant. The probability of contradiction increases 
as the training set becomes larger. The 'drawing-in' 
around the last-seen training pattern therefore becomes 
more marked.

2.6 Two-class learning.

The natural progression from the experiment described 
in section 2.5(i) is to consider the case where the system 
is trained on two pattern classes.

Using the same "teach" connections as before the large 
net was trained on ten patterns, five from each of the two 
training groups (patterns at Hamming distance of two from 
the T-generator or the H-generator). Because of the 
importance of the order of training, patterns of the two
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groups were presented to the net alternately. After 
training was completed, the response of the net was 
observed for a range of patterns including the training 
set.

Typical state space behaviour is illustrated in 
Figure 2.7 where each state is located in terms of its 
Hamming distance from the two generator patterns (labelled 
T and H respectively).

This diagram shows how the state sequences initiated 
by inputs from the two separate classes eventually merge 
into a common recurring cycle in state space. The T and 
H patterns also enter other cycles in this "indeterminate" 
region of state space (i.e. not particularly close in 
Hamming distance to either generator), and similarly 
show no correspondence to one input class in preference 
to the other. This type of behaviour was found not only 
for inputs in the immediate neighbourhood of the generator, 
but occurred also for stimulus patterns in regions of state 
space at larger Hamming distances. Of the fifty inputs 
tested only five separate cycles were found, two of these 
consisting of a single state corresponding to the last- 
seen training pattern from the T-group and H-group 
respectively.

In order to avoid confusion only two typical state 
space trajectories are shown in Figure 2.7.

It is clear that despite having been trained on the
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x - intermediate state from T-input 
O - intermediate state from H-input 
@ - state in final cycle

Figure 2,7: State space behaviour for two-class
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two distinct pattern classes, the net is unable to 
differentiate Ts and Hs. Some insight into this 
behaviour can be gained by considering two-class learning 
in the model net of section 2.4.

For this net, two training groups can be defined 
such that

Group A consists of (0101), (0111)

Group B consists of (1010), (1000).

When the net is trained on the sequence (0101), (1010),
(0111), (1000) it has the state diagram of Figure 2.8.
Here the structure is much more "diffuse" than in the case 
of one-class learning. (There is much less drawing 
together of states).

Consider the connections and the training patterns

1. 01 will be 1 for input (01) to S-l,

2. O2 will be 1 for inputs (01), (11) to S-2.

3. O^ will be 1 for inputs (11), (01) to S-3.

O^ will be 1 for inputs (01), (11) to S-4.4.
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Figure 2.8: Two-class learning in model net.
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Here it is seen that there are more trained 
locations than in the previous case. Thus more stringent 
conditions are imposed on the input matrix requirements 
for the drawing in of states to the training set. On 
larger nets, since fewer states are absorbed into the 
training patterns, the output sequence tends to 
disintegrate and drift into some indeterminate area of 
state space.

The experiments described in the next chapter will 
investigate the question of applying constraints to the 
system such that the state space activity is confined to 
distinct regions associated with patterns of the two 
classes .

2.7 Initial conditions.

The experiments described in section 2.5 and section
2.6 previously were carried out with the stores of 
individual s.l.a.m. elements reset (to logical zeros) before 
training began. Under these conditions only those store 
locations actually addressed during training have the 
possibility (but not the certainty, due to the nature of 
the teach patterns) of containing a logical one. As a 
result there is a tendency for previously unseen inputs to 
produce output states containing a large number of zeros.
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This starting point can be responsible for the 
behaviour of the system, and it is interesting to study 
the system with s.l.a.m. stores set initially at random. 
This is achieved by allocating random logic functions 
(such that logical ones and logical zeros occur with 
approximately equal probabilities) to the s.l.a.m. 
elements before training is begun. In subsequent use of 
the net, addressing of locations which were not speci
fically trained to a desired output will therefore cause 
an output which has an equal probability of being a one 
or a zero.

These initial conditions result in there being 
greater dissimilarity in the output states (due to less 
domination by output zeros) . The overall effect is a 
tendency for output sequences to become longer than in 
the corresponding case with stores initially cleared. 
Typically, sequence lengths increased from twenty states 
to approximately fifty states, the effect being less 
marked for T-patterns than for H-patterns.

For a net with stores initially reset the response 
to any input before training will be an output vector [0] 
whose individual elements are all zero. For a net with 
initially random stores the state sequences before training 
form cycles in state space such as the one shown in 
Figure 2.9. (This was the only cycle found for forty
inputs tested).
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In all future experiments initially random stores 
will be assumed unless other conditions are specifically 
stated.

2.8 Training sequence dependence.

It was stated in section 2.5 that when the "teach" 
terminals of the s.l.a.m.s are made to sample the input 
pattern, then the order in which a training set is 
presented to the net can affect its subsequent performance. 
This can easily be understood in terms of the generalisa
tion and contradiction effects discussed in section 
2.5(ii). This section provides some practical evidence 
for the importance of order of training, which can be 
illustrated as follows.

A training set of five patterns was chosen, each 
pattern at a Hamming distance of two from the generator.

A test set consisted of five patterns A, B, C, D, E, 
each with a different Hamming distance with respect to 
the generator. These values are given in Table 2.1.
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Test
pattern

Hamming distance 
from

Generator

A 2

B 6

C 10

D 22

E 28

Table 2.1 Hamming distance values for test -patterns.

The net was trained using the teach connections 
described in section 2.2. The test patterns were then 
shown the net in turn and in each case the output 
observed and its Hamming distance from the generator 
measured. (For simplicity, no feedback was allowed during 
these tests). The s.l.a.m. stores were then reset and 
the net trained again, this time with the same five 
training patterns, but presented in a different order.
The response to the test set was again observed.
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The whole procedure was repeated ten times so that 
the variation in response as a function of order of 
training could be measured. The distributions for the 
five test patterns are shown in Figure 2.10.

The results show that a net trained in this way is 
sensitive to order of training, particularly when a 
test pattern is similar to the patterns seen in training 
(e.g. test patterns A and B). This is investigated 
theoretically in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 3

PATTERN CLASSIFICATION BY A CONSTRAINED NETWORK 

3.1 Constraints on the system.

Chapter 2 considered an unsupervised network of 
s.l.a.m. elements where the overall input-output logic 
function was changed as the elements received teach 
signals derived from an applied stimulus pattern. As 
a result of the learning process the state space 
structure became reorganised in such a way that the 
possible areas of activity were undefined in terms of 
the pattern classes seen by the net.

From a practical point of view it is desirable to 
find a way of constraining the system so that, by 
controlling its attainable state sequences, pattern 
classes present in the learning environment may be 
identified with definite state space domains. One way 
of doing this is to include a set of OR gates between the 
applied stimulus and the pattern in the feedback path, 
thereby maintaining the influence of the input during 
successive cycles of the net.

The arrangement is shown in Figure 3.1. The logical 
OR operation between the stimulus pattern and the 
feedback pattern means that the actual pattern sampled 
by the s.l.a.m. inputs is a new matrix
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[I*] = U ^ ,  i2* , --- in*}

which is related to [i] by

i * = i + o ' (for all n) n n n

thwhere on ' is the n—  element of [o] of the previous 
cycle. The nature of the OR function and its effect on 
the state dynamics of the net is discussed in the next 
section.

3.2 Dynamics of a network with OR-ed feedback.

The net was trained on five patterns of each group 
as in section 2.6, and tested with a series of inputs, 
but this time with the stimulus [I] held at the input and 
OR-ed with the pattern in the feedback path to produce 
a new input [i*] .

The OR function provides a means by which the 
stimulus to the net can control the subsequent state 
sequence. Figure 3.2 shows how the net is driven into 
areas of state space in which identity with distinct 
pattern classes can be established. T-inputs and H- 
inputs close to the generators no longer give rise to 
common cycles, but produce short cycles or recurring 
single states which are quite distinct.



©o Input to system 
State of the system

5--- CUNIT
HAMMING DISTANCE

Figure 3.2: State space of system with OR-ed feedback.
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In all, fifty inputs were tested. Inputs of the 
two training classes gave rise to stable states or 
short cycles in the region of their respective generator 
(as in Figure 3.2(a) and Figure 3.2(c)), while 
"indeterminate" inputs generally gave rise to cycles in 
indeterminate state space (Figure 3.2(b)).

i o ' i *n n n

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

Table 3.1: Truth table for i * ---------- J n

The OR gates at the input of the system have the 
effect of "locking out" certain areas in state space. As 
a result of the nature of the OR function, any element 
of [I] which is a logical 1 will always cause a logical 
1 in the corresponding element of [I*] . Only when i is 
0 and on ' (the previous output) is 1 can an element of 
[I*] change (see Table 3.1). The number of elements of 
[I*] which can change with successive passes through the
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net is therefore considerably restricted.

Since the input matrix to the s.l.a.m.s, [I*]/ is 
partially fixed, only a limited number of elements can 
contribute to the change in the output vector [0] as the 
net cycles.

The restricted activity of the net has two effects.

(a) Since effectively fewer elements are active,
the likelihood of any particular element of [0] changing 
in successive outputs is reduced, as a result of which 
there is generally a smaller Hamming distance between 
inputs [I*] to the s.l.a.m.s. There is, therefore, a 
tendency for cycles to become shorter.

(b) If a stimulus pattern is similar (in the
Hamming distance sense) to patterns of the training set, 
then the elements which are fixed are likely to contribute 
to the output [0] in such a way that the output pattern is 
also similar to the appropriate training class.

Hence, as Figure 3.2 shows, the trained pattern 
classes are distinct and do not produce common cycles as 
with the unconstrained net. Since with OR-ed feedback the 
structure of the net is changed for each new input 
(different elements of [I*] are "frozen" for different 
inputs), the stimulus pattern, in effect, controls the 
state sequence of the system.
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The mechanism of the OR function can be illustrated 
simply by reference to the model net described in 
section 2.4. Consider the net when trained on three 
patterns (0111), (0101), and (0011). It then has the
state diagram previously shown in Figure 2.6(c) on page 38.

As an example, consider the input (1011). When the 
net is allowed unrestricted cycling, this input gives 
rise to the chain

as shown previously.

If the same input is presented to the net with OR-ed 
feedback connections it is found that the chain becomes 
stable after the first output. In other words the chain 
becomes

indicates an input to the net rather than a state of the 
system ]»

[The symbol
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The reason for this behaviour becomes evident if 
we consider the nature of the OR function as shown in 
Table 3.1.

For the input
X1 1

X2 0

13 1

i .4 1

only ±2 * can change in the next input to the net since 
i1*, i-3*» and ^4* are clamped by the presence of Is at 
i-|_/ i3, and i4 •

Now consider the connections to the net

Next input to 
S-3 fixed at 

(11)

Next input 
to S-4 must < 
be (01) or 

(11)

Next xnput to S-l 
must be (10) or (11)

I Next input to S-2 fixed at (11)

This shows how the activity of the net is restricted 
by the OR function. Since the inputs to element S-2 are 
fixed by virtue of the fact that the influence of the
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stimulus is maintained during cycling, the s.i.a.m.s will 
actually see the same input matrix [I*] at every pass 
through the net.

3.3 "Aging" in the teaching process.

In conventional applications of s.l.a.m. networks, 
two distinct modes of operation are assumed, corresponding 
to a "teaching" phase and a "response" phase (see e.g. 
Aleksander & Albrow, 1968v ). Such an arrangement
requires intervention by an external agency in order to 
define where the former ends and the latter begins.

An alternative approach is to allow the system to 
make a gradual exit from the learning phase by introducing 
an "aging" process into the learning period so that, as 
training proceeds, the net becomes progressively less 
sensitive to "teach" information. In practice this is 
realised by cutting off the teach signals from an 
increasing number of s.i.a.m.s so that the logic functions 
of more and more elements become fixed as time goes on. 
Eventually, after sufficient decay in activity at the teach 
terminals, the net will essentially have passed from the 
learning phase to the response phase.

The system can then be visualised as a conventional 
network with a filter, P, incorporated at its teach 
terminals (see Figure 3.3). P can assume all integer 
values between 0 (all teach signals being clocked) and |t |
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TEACH - WIRES

clock

Figure 3.3: Net with "filter" at teach.
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(no teach signals being clocked - i.e. the response 
phase).

The aging process described above also serves
another useful function. It has been found (Wilkins and 

f 77)Ford, 1972) v ; that the efficiency of a pattern 
recognition system can be impaired if the training set 
it employs contains "defective" or "unreliable" patterns 
(in the sense that they are poor or untypical exemplars 
of the pattern classes which they are supposed to 
represent). The aging process has the effect of making 
the precise characteristics of the training patterns less 
critical as training progresses, and hence only the very 
early stages of training need be strictly controlled.
This is demonstrated empirically in section 3.5.

3.4 Empirical results for a net with aging.

This section presents the results of a two-class
learning experiment on a network incorporating OR-ed
feedback and the aging process outlined previously. The
results of a small number of tests have already been

(78)published (Fairhurst & Aleksander, 1971) , but more
l

comprehensive details are given here.

The network was trained on six patterns, two from 
each of the usual training groups (Hamming distance of 2 
from the generators) and two at a larger Hamming distance
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(=10) from each generator. The training set was "shown" 
to the net five times with the number of active teach 
terminals (each set a subset of the previous set) reduced 
at each pass through the net, as shown in Table 3.2. In 
each case the net was allowed to cycle until a stable 
output was observed.

When the net had passed into the response phase it 
was tested as before with a range of inputs, and the 
state sequences observed in each case. Figure 3.4 shows 
the results obtained for a sample of the patterns tested. 
The Hamming distances are in this case measured not from 
the generators, but from the most frequently occurring 
final state for each group (these are labelled T and H).

It appears from the diagram that a clustering 
operation is being performed by the net. Figure 3.4(a) 
and Figure 3.4(c) show the tendency for a large number of 
inputs to be mapped into fewer final states, which are 
found to be close in Hamming distance to the generators 
for the respective groups. It is also noticeable (in the 
dotted area of Figure 3.4(c)) that inputs outside the 
immediate neighbourhood of the training groups, but which 
are obviously more similar to one group than the other, 
are also drawn towards the appropriate cluster. Finally, 
in the case of inputs which are indeterminate with respect 
to the training groups, the system is found to enter a 
recurring cycle of states or a cluster of states in an 
indeterminate area (Figure 3.4(b)).
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PASS
Number of active 

terminals,

1 36

2 18

3 9

4 5

5 2

Tab le 3,2: Deoreas e in teaoh activity



Figure 3.4: Dynamic behaviour of the net with aging.

Final Range for H
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Note that in Figure 3.4 only initial and final 
states are shown, although in reality the state sequences 
passed through intermediate states. Sequence lengths 
were typically found to be 3 or 4 states.

Clustering techniques are not new, having been used
(79)as long ago as 1939 (Tryon) , and their application to 

problems of pattern recognition has previously been 
studied (see, for instance, Bonner, 1964 ̂ °^, Jardine, 
1971v '). These techniques generally involve the
measurement of predetermined parameters ("attribute 
states") on the basis of which an input pattern can either 
be assigned to an existing cluster, form a new independent 
cluster, or cause an amalgamation of clusters. The 
results presented here show how the system, merely by 
exposure to pattern classes during a decaying learning 
period, performs a natural clustering operation as it 
internally generates "archetypes" of the training classes 
and draws other similar inputs into them. The archetype 
states (the most frequently occurring final stable states) 
generated for the two groups in this experiment are shown 
in relation to their respective generators in Figure 3.5.

In this particular experiment all the 630 possible 
inputs of each of the two training groups (patterns at a 
Hamming distance of 2 from the generators) were tested.
For the 1,260 total possible inputs only 234 final states 
were found, the archetype states of Figure 3.5 occurring 
180 and 170 times for T-inputs and H-inputs respectively. 
As an example, Table 3.3 shows the complete data for the
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Figure 3,5:

(a) & (b) Generator -patterns .

(c) & (d) Corresponding archetype patterns.
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X States each occur Y times.

X Y

1 170

1 51

2 20

5 19

2 18

1 17

1 15

1 9

8 3

2 2

60 1

T a b l e  3 . 3 : Da t e  f o r  E - i n p u t s ,
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H-inputs.

It is significant that within each group 
approximately 30% of the inputs produce the same final 
state. Even more important is the fact that there was no 
ambiguity in classification - no T-inputs entered final 
H-states nor vice versa.

The clustering effect can be simply illustrated for 
a randomly selected sample of 30 T-inputs. By measuring 
the Hamming distance of each pattern from every other 
pattern for the 30 input states and similarly for the 
corresponding final states produced, the histograms of 
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 are obtained. Figure 3.6 shows 
the predominant peak at a Hamming distance of 4 for the 
input states. After being processed by the net (Figure
3.7) the distribution shifts towards a Hamming distance 
value of zero as fewer and more similar final states occur.

Clustering in the network is found even for considerable
variations in the characteristics of the training set. In
particular the effect has been observed under the following

( 82)conditions (Baker, 1972) v

(i) Using a training set consisting of patterns
derived from two generators (Figure 3.8(a)) much closer in 
Hamming distance (=12) than in the previous case.
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Figure 3.7: Hamming distance distribution for final

states .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: Generating sets for other tests.
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(ii) In a case of three-class learning, using 
a training set consisting of three pattern classes 
derived from three separate generator patterns (Figure 
3.8(b)).

3.5 Aging and control of the learning environment.

The results of section 3.4 have demonstrated how, 
during a period of learning, the net is able to formulate 
a model of its environment by producing clusters around 
internally generated archetypes of the training classes. 
The results presented are for a training set which was 
strictly controlled in the sense that individually 
distinct training patterns were selected from the two 
possible classes. It is informative to discover how the 
performance of the net changes under learning conditions 
which are not as strictly regulated.

Three tests were carried out to discover the effect 
of introducing random patterns (i.e. not belonging to 
either pattern class) at various stages during the learn
ing period. The basic training set was the same as that 
used in section 3.4, with the modifications described 
below. The test set in this case comprised 15 typical 
and randomly selected T-inputs (Hamming distance =2 from 
the generator). For each test the final states arising 
in response to these test inputs were observed and the 
inter-state Hamming distance distributions (as described 
in section 3.4) measured.
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The three tests were as follows:

TEST 1 (distribution in Figure 3.9(a)) was a
control experiment where no random 
patterns appeared during the entire 
training period.

TEST 2 (Figure 3.9(b)) used the training set
with 3 random patterns introduced into 
the sequence during the first training 
pass only (i.e. period of high activity 
at the teach terminals).

TEST 3 (Figure 3.9(c)) used the training set
with the 3 random patterns introduced 
into the sequence only during the third 
training pass with 9 teach terminals 
active (see Table 3.2) .

Figure 3.9(a) shows the familiar distribution of 
clustered states where the measured Hamming distances are 
concentrated at the lower end of the scale with a large 
contribution at a Hamming distance value of 0.

The distribution in Figure 3.9(b) illustrates how 
the introduction of random inputs during the period of
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Figure 3.9: Distributions for variations in 
training.
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high teaching activity interferes with the clustering 
property of the net. With respect to Figure 3.9(a) the 
distribution is displaced towards larger Hamming distance 
values - an indication that the final states produced 
are more dissimilar than in the previous case.

The clustering is less affected if the random 
patterns are only seen during the later stages of train
ing. The distribution in Figure 3.9(c) is seen to be 
concentrated mainly in the low Hamming distance area and 
is similar in form to the distribution for the controlled 
training set.

We can conclude, therefore, that as is the case in 
human situations, it is not possible to dispense with 
a teacher entirely. In order to produce an efficient 
system, some form of control over the exposure to the 
environment must be imposed, but only during the period of 
high activity at the teach terminals.
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CHAPTER 4

THE DYNAMICS OF PERCEPTION AND MEMORY

4.1 The perceptual processes of the net.

It has been established that under the maintained 
effect of an applied stimulus, a dynamic network is able 
to form associations between the pattern classes 
encountered during training and corresponding "recognition 
areas" in state space. This property is, in itself, of 
fundamental interest, but it must be regarded as only 
the first stage in the perceptual process of the net. Of 
equal importance is the long-term behaviour where, after 
initial clustering, the stimulus is subsequently removed 
from the net input. A study of this aspect of the 
behaviour of the system will permit clarification of the 
concepts of "perception" and "memory" in networks of 
digital learning elements. Some preliminary results in 
this field have previously been reported by Fairhurst and 
Aleksander (1972) .

4.2 Experimental method.

For this experiment, the net was connected as 
described previously in Chapter 3. The clustering 
properties of such a system have already been discussed. 
We shall now investigate the extent to which the 
recognition properties of the net are retained when the
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stimulus is no longer forced on the input. The following 
experimental procedure is adopted,

A stimulus pattern is presented to the net and held 
there (by virtue of the OR-ed feedback connections) until 
a stable state or recurring cycle of states occurs. 
Starting from this point the stimulus is removed (achieved 
in practice by forcing every element of [I] to a logical 
zero), and the output sequence again allowed to stabilise.

The removal of the stimulus is clearly equivalent 
to removing the OR gates at the net input. Since [I] is 
forced to zero then the input [I*] seen by the s.l.a.m.s 
becomes

i + o 1 n n

0 + o 1 n

o 'n

for all n,

Consequently, under these conditions, the net is 
allowed to undergo unrestricted cycling on all its feedback 
connections.

When the output sequence again reaches a stable 
state or a cycle of states, the original stimulus [1} is 
replaced. Once more under the influence of OR-ed feedback,
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the state sequence is again observed until it becomes 
stable.

4.3 Observed results for an untrained net.

In order to appreciate the effect of training, it 
is first necessary to examine the system when in an 
untrained state.

The untrained net (stores containing randomly 
assigned functions) was tested with all patterns of the 
two groups - i.e. 630 T-inputs and 630 H-inputs (Hamming 
distance = 2). For each test input the experimental 
procedure detailed in section 4.2 was carried out.

It was found experimentally that for all the inputs 
tested only two different final state cycles existed when 
unrestricted feedback was allowed. These two cycles 
(referred to as Cycle A and Cycle B) were of length 16 
states and 9 states respectively, and the details of the 
frequency with which they occurred are given in Table 4.1. 
As these figures show, there is no correlation between 
input pattern class and the final cycle entered.
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cy T - INPUTS H - INPUTSc
L Number % Number %
E entering

cycle
entering
cycle

entering
cycle

entering
cycle

A 544 86.3 566 89.8

B 86 13.7 i 64 10.2

Table 4.1: Results for untraine d net.

4.4 Results for a trained network.

The net was then trained as already described in 
section 3.3. Once again the experimental procedure of 
section 4.2 was carried out to discover the residual 
cycling behaviour of the net in the absence of an applied 
stimulus pattern. The test set again consisted of all 
possible inputs at a Hamming distance of 2 from the two 
generators.

For the trained net, seven possible residual cycles
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were found to exist, for which the relevant data is 
given in Table 4.2. Here it will be noted that each

cycle has a definite correspondence with one of the two 
trained input groups.

The classifications are seen to be:

T-cycles: Cycle 1

Cycle 3 

Cycle 5

H-cycles: Cycle 2

Cycle 4 

Cycle 6 

Cycle 7

On this basis, H-inputs are classified with zero 
error, while T-inputs are classified with an error of 
approximately 11%. The overall accuracy of the system 
is therefore in the region of between 5% and 6%. In 
effect, this second stage of perception represents a 
further clustering in the network. Since any one state 
within a cycle uniquely defines that cycle, then the net 
is seen to be capable of clustering 630 T-inputs into 3 
states and 630 H-inputs into 4 states. The overall 
perceptual process of the net is shown diagrammatically
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Cycle

Reference

Number
of

States

T-INPUTS H-INPUTS

Number
entering
cycle

%
entering
cycle

Number
entering
cycle

entering
cycle

1 12 424 \ 67.8 - -

2 21 38 6 183 29

3 1 132 21 - -

4 1 33 5.2 4 30 68.3

5 6 2 0.31 - -

6 18 1 0.14 2 0.31

7 6 - - 15 2.38

Table 4.2: Summary of experimental data for the

trained net.
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for a few states in Figure 4.1.

The mechanisms underlying the behaviour of the net 
under the influence of an applied stimulus (i.e. with 
OR-ed feedback) have been discussed in Chapter 3. Now 
consider the case where, having reached a stable output 
(say S) with OR-ed feedback, the input pattern is removed. 
Then S, which as noted previously, will resemble the 
appropriate generator, will become the next input to the 
net, producing a response similar to S, but less so than 
would be the case with OR-ed feedback. The net cycles 
again giving rise to a new output, and so on. The 
likelihood of reproducing the same input pattern on 
successive cycles is now much less than with OR-ed feed
back connections, and hence there is a tendency to produce 
chains of states rather than single stable states. This 
lengthening of cycles means that more trajectories arising 
from other starting states (belonging to the same class 
as S) are absorbed into the same cycle. The result, as 
the empirical data shows, is a further clustering of states 
into even fewer final cycles.

4.5 Comparison with single-layer net.

In order to put into perspective the results 
described in section 4.4, the predicted peformance of a 
single-layer net with no feedback was calculated using a 
published technique (Aleksander, 1970) . The calcula
tion was carried out for a net of 12 s.l.a.m.-8 elements
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(i.e. a complete covering of the input matrix) trained 
to give a logical one at every output for all the 
patterns of the T-group in the training set. The 
probable response to a test T-input and a test H-input was 
calculated by assuming average Hamming distance values 
between test patterns and training patterns .

The predicted behaviour of the net is described by 
the histograms in Figure 4.2. Here it is seen that for 
typical inputs, a very simple network can be used to 
separate the two pattern classes, merely by the introduc
tion of suitable circuitry to set a threshold level between 
the response to Ts and the response to Hs. There are, 
however, two factors which illustrate the effectiveness of 
the dynamic system. In the first place the distributions 
shown in Figure 4.2 are calculated for "average" test 
inputs. If the precise Hamming distance values for a 
selection of inputs are used in the calculations then the 
predicted separation of response distributions will, in 
some cases, be considerably less well-defined.

The second factor is even more significant. Table 
4.3 shows the output vectors, [0] - represented as a 36- 
bit word in each case - for all states in all rhe 
residual cycles classified as T-cycles, while Table 4.4 
similarly shows all states in all the H-cycles. If the two 
are compared bit by bit it will be seen that bit 5 is set 
to logical 1 for every T-state, and to logical 0 for every 
H-state. This points to a very powerful discriminating 
factor for classification of the two pattern groups, since
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Response

Distribution for 
T-pattern m

of response 
"m"

Distribution for 
H-pattern

Fi gure 4.2: Predicted response of static network.
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-P-Hffl
LD
4-
•r-PC

>£>
CO

■P
-H
PQ

111011100101011101000101001000000000  
101111100101011001110000001101100000' 
101011101101001101010001001011000000  
001011100101011101000011000001000000  
101011100001011001010001001101110100  
101111100111011001010000001001000000  
101011110101001001010001001101001000  
101011100101011101000001001001000010  
101011100111011001010001001101000001  
111011110101011001010101001101001000  
101111100101011101010000001101100010  
101011100101001101010001001001000001'

Cycle 1

101011100101011101110001001101000000 —  Cycle 3
011011110101001001000111000001001000  
101110100001011001100000001001100010  
101111101101001001010000001011000001  
011011100101001100000111000000000000  
111110100001011001101000001001100110  
101110101111001101010001001011000001 .

Cycle 5

Tab l e  4 . 3 : O u t p u t  v e c t o r s  i n  T - c y o l e s
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rH in
-P -P■HCQ CQ

VOm
-P

CQ

y V VlOllOOlOOOOlOOlllllOOOOOOOOlOllOOOOO 
101101111001001011000010000011110000 
001101100001001010000000001100110000  
111101100101001001001000000101010110  
101000100011001111000001000001100001  
111101110000011111000100000001111000  
101000100001001011110000000001100010  
101101111001011111000010000011110001  
011101100001001010010100101000110000  
111100100101001101101000000101100110  
101000111011001111000001000011100001  
111101110001011110000100001001111000  
101000100101001011111000000001100000  
101001111001011111000011000011110000  
001101100001011010010000001001110000  
101101100101001101011000000001010110  
101001100011001011000001000001100001  
111101110001011111000100000101111000  
101000100001001011010000000001100010  
101101110001011111000000000001110001  
111101100001001011010100000001110000

Cycle 2

101100100001001111100000000101100000 Cycle 4
101101100001001011000000000101110000  
111101100101001011011100000101110010  
101100100001001111100001000101100001  
111101111001001011000110000011110000  
001101100001001010100000001100100000  
111101101101000001001010000101010010  
101001100000101010000001000001100001  
111101100101001011011100100101110010  
100100100001101111110001000001100001  
111101111001001111001110100001110000  
100001100001101010100001000100100000  
111101101001010011001010000010111001  
101101100000101010010001000001100001  
111101100101001111011100100101110010  
100100100001101111100001000101100001  
111101111001001011001110000001110000

Cycle 6

111101100101011111011100000101110010  
101100100001001111110001100001100001  
111101111001001111000110000011110000  
001001100001001010100000001100100000  
111101101101010001001010000101010010  
101001100000101010010001000101100001

Cycle 7

T a b l e  4 . 4 O u t p u t  v e c t o r s  i n  H - o y o l e s .
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in the case of the dynamic net it is only necessary to 
detect the presence or absence of a single bit in the 
final state cycle in order to separate the two sets of 
inputs.

Further examination of individual states shows that 
no other single bit provides unique identification of a 
cycle, but a high degree of accuracy can be achieved in 
other cases as follows. For convenience, only the four 
main cycles - Cycle 1 and Cycle 3 for T-inputs, and 
Cycle 2 and Cycle 4 for H-inputs - will be considered.

Examination of bit 17 shows it to have a value of 
0 for Cycles 1 and 3 (T) and a value of 1 for Cycle 4 (H). 
This immediately allows one-bit separation of 556 T-inputs 
and 430 H-inputs. In addition, bit 17 is a logical 1 
for 18 out of a possible 21 states in Cycle 2 (H-cycle). 
Assuming an equal probability of occurrence for all 
states in this cycle, the most probable number of inputs 
entering Cycle 2 which can be correctly identified by 
observing only bit 17 will be

18
21 x 183

t
(total number of inputs 
entering Cycle 2)

5 157
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Thus,considering the correct classifications in 
terms of the total number of inputs entering these 
cycles, calculations show figures of 100% recognition 
of T-inputs and about 96% recognition of H-inputs by 
observing only bit 17. The same argument can be applied 
to other one-bit classifications, and some examples are 
given in Table 4.5.

Bit
Number

Correct
Classification 

of T - inputs (%)

Correct
Classification 

of H - inputs (%)

4 81 90

17 100 96

27 93 94

31 81 9 7

Tabte 4 , 5 :  O n e - b i t  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n
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Returning to the single-layer net comparison, it 
is possible to predict the probability of one-bit 
separation of the two classes in this case. Suppose a 
net of k n-input elements samples an input retina of 
of N points. Then, following the early part of the 
analysis given in Reference 38* ..* .

For a test pattern which is at Hamming distance H^
i T_from the j pattern of a training set of S patterns 

(1 £ j •$ S) , then the probability of any one particular 
s.l.a.m. producing a 1 at its output is given by

and therefore the probability that a 0 is generated is

Considering the complete set of S training patterns, 
the probability that a 0 is generated is given by

P . 
J

3

(4.1)

and the probability that a 1 is generated is

(4.2)
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Consider the single-layer net previously described, 
which is trained to generate Is at each element output 
for the T-patterns of the training set. For test 
inputs and (a T-pattern and H-pattern respectively) , 
the probability that any particular element will generate 
a 1 in response to

= P (calculated from Equation 4.2 sub-
1

stituting Hamming distance values 
of from the patterns of the 
training set).

Also, the probability that an element will generate 
a 0 in response to

= P„ (using Equation 4.1).
H1

The probability that any particular element will 
generate a 1 for and a 0 for is given by

PrTH x PH, (4.3)

Extending this principle to the case where t test 
patterns of the T-group and h test patterns of the H-group 
are considered, the probability of separation by 
observing only one bit is given by
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P (4,5)

Substituting values for the single-layer net as 
before,a predicted probability of 0.745 is obtained for 
one test pattern of each group. By the time 20 test 
patterns of each group have been considered the 
probability of one-bit separation has decreased to 0,0026. 
In other words, for the large set of test patterns used 
in the experiment described for the dynamic net, the 
probability of one-bit separation is negligible.

4.6 Switching between the two learnt classes.

We have seen how the system enters one of few 
residual cycles when allowed unrestricted feedback in the 
absence of a forced stimulus. It is also interesting to 
observe the behaviour of the system when an input is sub
sequently forced back on to the net while in one of 
these residual cycles.

As an example, consider the case where in response 
to a T-input, a T-cycle is eventually entered after the 
original stimulus is removed. Replacing the same 
stimulus is found to drive the system back into the stable 
state previously reached with the stimulus held at the 
input. This behaviour is found to be independent of the 
exit point from the residual cycle (i.e. the point at
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which the stimulus is replaced).

For example, consider a typical T-cycle as shown 
in Figure 4.3(a), where the states are identified by 
Roman numerals. The return trajectories on replacing 
the stimulus at each possible exit point are shown in 
Figure 4.3(b). Roman numerals again denote exit point 
from the cycle, and the Arabic numbers refer to the tran
sition Hamming distance between successive states. The 
form of the state diagram is a familiar tree-structure, 
with decreasing transition Hamming distances as stability 
is approached. The final state (T) is identical with 
the state first reached with OR-ed feedback in response 
to the same stimulus. This is another illustration of 
the way in which OR-ed feedback connections allow the 
applied stimulus pattern to control the subsequent state 
trajectories, as discussed in Chapter 3.

More general behaviour is illustrated by Figure 4.4, 
which shows the overall dynamics of the system for a 
particular set of cycles. A T-input is applied to the net 
and held there until a stable state is reached as before. 
If this stimulus is removed the net drifts into a T-cycle 
consisting, in this case, of a recurring sequence of 12 
states (Figure 4.4(a)). Replacing the T-input returns 
the system to the previously entered stable state (Figure 
4.4(b)). If,however, an H-input is forced on to the net 
while in the residual T-cycle (Figure 4.4(c)), the state 
trajectory follows a new path which ends in a recurring 
cycle of 3 states, these being close in Hamming distance
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V VI

Figure 4.3: Return trajedories with varying 
cycle exit points.



Figure 4.4: Overall state space dynamics.
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to the H-generator. Finally, when this H-input is 
removed (Figure 4.4(d)), the system does not fall back 
into the T-cycle from which the sequence orginated, but 
moves into a familiar residual cycle associated with 
patterns of the H-group.

This behaviour again demonstrates the powerful 
controlling effect of the OR function which was discussed 
in Chapter 3. It is clear that the net is able to 
retain its recognition ability even in the absence of an 
input stimulus pattern. The controlling effect of the 
pattern at the input "switches" the net into areas of 
state space associated with that input during training.

4.7 A comment on comparisons with human memory.

It is now generally accepted, on the grounds of 
both introspective and experimental evidence (Slamecka, 
1967) , that two different types of memory are found
in humans. One type is of a transient nature and stores 
information of immediate events (short-term or primary 
memory), while the second contains more permanent memory 
traces (long-term or secondary memory).

This phenomenon has been studied both by 
psychologists and neurophysiologists, and it is of 
importance that, despite having distinct properties, the 
two types of memory need not be physically different, but 
merely different aspects of the same structure. Also,
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(85)psychological theories (Norman, 1968) v ' propose that
sensory information first enters the short-term memory
and can subsequently, by various processes (repeated
presentations, rehearsal etc. (Waugh & Norman, 1965) v )

be transferred to the long-term memory store. In
(87)physiological terms (Deutsch, 1967) , short-term memory

is seen as consisting of "reverberations" in the 
electrical activity of groups of neurons, while long-term 
memory occurs as the result of more permanent physical 
changes in the neuron assembly (e.g. strengthening of 
synaptic connections).

Similarly, the existence of two types of memory is 
evident in learning networks, and these too can be 
considered as two different mechanisms within one single 
structure. Here it is possible to distinguish between a 
long-term memory effect (the residual cycling of the net) 
which stems directly from the physical structure of the 
system (i.e. the actual logic functions contained by the 
elements themselves) and a short-term memory effect - 
caused by the OR-ed feedback connections - which is 
dependent on immediate external events (i.e. the 
particular stimulus which is present at the time).

4.8 Overall state space structure.

The previous experiments have considered only those 
inputs and corresponding states located in very confined 
regions of the state space in the immediate neighbourhood
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of the generator patterns. A broader picture of the 
overall state space structure of the system can be 
obtained by considering test inputs and states located 
at points more distant from the generators in the state 
diagram.

To test the net exhaustively with all possible
inputs is clearly impracticable, since the number of
possibilities becomes prohibitively large (on a 6x6

36matrix there are 2 possible inputs). Even to choose 
a complete set of patterns at selected Hamming distances 
becomes progressively more difficult as Hamming distance 
increases. For instance, there are

36 i
26'. x 101

= 3 x 1010

possible patterns at a Hamming distance of 10 from a 
generator.

A sampling approach is therefore suggested in order 
to keep within the limits of feasibility. A sample of 
10 patterns was chosen for Hamming distance values of
2, 4, 6, ---  26 with respect to each generator. This
gave a complete test set of 260 inputs. For each input 
the same experimental procedure described in section 4.2 
was carried out in order to estimate the total number of 
possible residual cycles of the net.
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For the set of inputs tested, only the 7 cycles 
previously encountered were found, and no additional 
cycles occurred. On the basis of the previous classi
fication, the entire state space of the system can 
therefore be divided between T-regions and H-regions. 
Figure 4.5 shows the relation between the location in 
state space of the test inputs and the residual cycle 
classification. It can be seen that the probability of 
entering a T-cycle is greatest for inputs in the regions 
of the T-generator, and conversely, the probability of 
entering an H-cycle is greatest for inputs around the 
H-generator. There is no distinct dividing line in 
state space, but rather a steady change in probabilities 
as a function of distance from the generator.

The results obtained here can be used to sketch 
these probability functions, as illustrated in Figure 
4.6. It is seen that the distributions for both T-inputs 
and H-inputs show a definite downward trend as the 
Hamming distance from the appropriate generator increases. 
It is also interesting to note that the probability 
function for T-inputs has a different shape from that 
for H-inputs. A possible explanation for this is the 
fact that far more states were involved in H-cycles 
than in T-cylces. The H-cycles are thus more likely to 
"sweep up" state trajectories with the result that the 
probability of entering an H-cycle decreases less sharply 
than in the case of the T-cycles.
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Two main points can be made in conclusion. First, 
"perception" by the system can be defined as the 
entry into specific areas of state space which are 
determined by the classes of input seen by the net 
during training. Second, the existence of few and 
distinct cycles related to classes of input demonstrates 
that a memory of the trained classes is retained in the 
absence of a direct stimulus, and shows how the dynamic 
net is forced to "live" in state space regions related 
to its training environment.
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CHAPTER 5

RECOGNITION OF PATTERN SEQUENCES

5.1 The use of contextual information.

In the preceding chapters where simple pattern 
recognition tasks have been described, the discussion 
has been confined to situations where a network processes 
a single input frame, producing a response which enables 
the input to be assigned to one of a number of possible 
classes. Up to this point, no mention has been made of 
the case where sequences of inputs, which are meaningful 
by virtue of their spatial or temporal relationships, are 
to be classified. Since in practical situations patterns 
are rarely seen in isolation, the application of digital 
networks to the processing of pattern sequences could be 
of considerable importance.

The utilisation of context is obviously of supreme 
importance in human processing of perceptual data. In 
particular, language - which by its very nature is highly 
redundant - provides a typical illustration of the 
ability of humans to make use of context. Because of the 
syntactic and semantic restrictions on the possible 
sequences of letters and words which make up sentences, 
the average reader or listener is able to understand 
written or spoken language without specific processing of 
each individual character or even each individual word.
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Empirical evidence for increased efficiency as a
result of contextual processing in human subjects has

( 88 )been clearly presented by Miller (1962) . In his
experiments on the perception of speech he shows that 
performance on a list of words where each successive 
word is one of a limited number of alternatives is almost 
identical to performance on lists of words which form 
"grammatical" sentences. Conversely, "pseudo-sentences" 
(e.g. sentences in reverse order) gave results similar to 
those observed when successive words in a list were drawn 
from a much wider vocabulary. In other words, the 
results show that humans use context to reduce the number 
of alternatives which can occur in successive steps in a 
sequence of perceptual events.

This aspect of human information processing has been
incorporated into several psychological models such as

( 89 )that proposed by Morton (196 9) ' ', and similarly in
problems of pattern recognition by machine, context has
not been overlooked as a means of improving efficiency.
The theoretical background to contextual analysis has been
laid down by Abend (1966) , and practical applications
considered by various authors who report considerable
reduction in error rates as a result of using contextual

(91)information. (Duda and Hart, 1968 , Vossler and Branston
1964 (92) ) .

The purpose of this chapter is to present briefly 
some results which demonstrate that a net of s.l.a.m. 
elements can learn to respond to pattern sequences as
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distinct from individual frames. The evidence shows 
that digital learning networks can make use of context 
by being sensitive to input sequences.

5.2 Training procedure.

The block diagram of the system is unchanged, 
remaining as was shown in Figure 3.1. In order to train 
the net so as to make it sensitive to a sequence of 
patterns, it is only necessary to introduce each frame 
of the sequence so as to coincide with the arrival of 
successive clock pulses and assume a unit delay in the 
feedback path. The teach terminals again sample the input 
and an association is formed between each frame and the 
OR-ed amalgamation with the previous frame. Thus, to 
train a series of n frames (F.) in the sequence

Fn->|

according to Table 5.1.
training proceeds

5.3 Pattern sequences for experimentation.

In the previous experiments on recognition of single 
frames, the test patterns were produced by defining a 
generator (prototype) pattern and randomly inverting aif
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Clock Input to Trained
Pulse s . 1.a.m.s Response

1 Fi pi

2 F1 + F2 F2

3
1
1
1
1i

F + F 2 3
1
1
1
1
!

F3
1
1
1i

1
1
1
1

n

I
1
!1i

F - + F n-1 n

i
l
li
Fn

n + 1 F + F, n 1 F1

(+ signifies logical OR)

Table 5,1: Training steps
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number of elements of the digitised pattern to give a 
desired Hamming distance value.

In the same way, it is possible to define a 
"prototype" or generating sequence (Figure 5.1), which 
in this case consists of three frames (referred to as 
A B -*■ C) in the form of a vertical bar which moves 
from left to right across the input grid in three steps. 
Any frame in the sequence can be degraded to the 
desired Hamming distance as previously described.

5.4 Response to distorted sequences.

Using the scheme previously described (see section
3.4) the net was trained on the prototype sequence
A -»■ B C. On completion of training the net was
tested on 15 sequences (A -*■ ■+ C, A ^ B 2 * C' —
A B1(- -* C) where in each case the second frame (B ) is n
was degraded by a Hamming distance of 2 with respect to 
the original frame B. For each test the sequence of 
outputs was observed, and Hamming distances measured with 
respect to the prototype patterns A, B, and C.

The first point of interest noted about the results 
was that in response to slightly degraded versions of the 
trained sequence, the net produces series of patterns which 
retain the properties of a moving bar, culminating finally 
in a recurring cycle of three states corresponding to the 
three frames A, B, and C. A typical state trajectory
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X *
XX
X X
X X
X X
X X

1
X X

X
x X
X X
X k
X X

F i g u r e  5 . 1 : P r o t o t y p e  s e q u e n c e .
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(consisting of 12 states) is shown in Figure 5.2.

For all 15 tests the final output cycle is found
to maintain synchronism with the applied sequence of
stimuli. In other words, in response to a slightly
degraded input sequence, the net produces a sympathetic
generation of a similar sequence at the output. The
definition of "recognition" of a sequence in these terms

(73)was first introduced by Aleksander (1970)

If the final response cycles are examined more 
closely they are found to point to an interesting parallel 
with the clustering effect noticed for single frames 
(see section 3.4). For the 15 input sequences, only 10 
different final sequences are found, one of these 
occurring 4 times. This most frequently occurring sequence 
(Figure 5.3) is analogous to the "archetype" state 
generated by the system in single pattern processing.

The results can be presented graphically by represen
ting each frame of the most frequently occurring sequence 
(the "archetype" sequence) as the vertex of a triangle, 
indicating the relation of other sequences by measuring 
Hamming distances of corresponding frames from these 
reference points. Figure 5.4 illustrates the principle, 
and Figure 5.5 shows some typical results plotted in this
way.
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X X
X X X X

X
X X X
XX

X X X

X
X X
X X

X X

X X

X
X

X X X X
X

X
Xy
X

I

X
X X
X

X X X X
X

X
*X

X
X X
X

X
X X X
X

X X X
X

X X X
X X
X
X x
X X
X

Figure 5.2: Typical output sequence.
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'V

X
X
X X

X
X X
X X

'K
X X
X X
X X
X
X X
X [X

Figure 5,3: Most frequently occurring final

state sequence.
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Direction of increasing 
Hamming distance of any 
frame An with respect 
to A.

A -*■ B -*• C

refers to the "arche 
type" sequence.

Figure 5,4: Method for presenting results

As a comparison, the sequences were also presented 
to an untrained net with logic functions randomly assigned. 
The output sequences consisted of a number of meaningless 
patterns which bore no relation to the moving bar at the 
input. Eventually, recurring cycles of states (typically 
of length 6 states) were entered.



1-18

t----1
UNIT HAMMING DISTANCE

& - A', B', C' represent the archetype
sequence

The smalt figure refers to the number 
of times each cycle is entered out of
15.

Figure 5.5: Typical results.
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5.5 Increasing distortion of sequences.

The net was again trained on the generating sequence. 
Subsequently, the trained net was tested with the 
sequence ten times, the second frame of the sequence 
(Bn) becoming progressively more distorted (the Hamming 
distance between B and Bn increasing) with each test, 
as Figure 5.6 shows.

The resulting state space behaviour follows the 
general form shown in Figure 5.7. It can be seen that the 
characteristics of the moving bar are largely retained 
(e.g. see the cycle produced when the middle frame is 
distorted by a Hamming distance of 12, as shown in Figure
5.8), and synchronism between input stimulus and the out
put cycle is maintained. This type of behaviour holds 
until, at the point where the distortion of frame B has 
reached a Hamming distance value of 16 compared with its 
generator, synchronism breaks down and a recurring cycle of 
6 states (Figure 5.9) occurs.

5.6 Discussion of results.

The results presented in the preceding sections 
demonstrate how the principle of contextual processing can 
be found in a network trained on a sequence of stimulus 
patterns. In section 5.4 it was shown that the system 
can "recognise" distorted versions of a learnt sequence by 
producing a response which is a sympathetic generation of



d = 2

X
■ X

X
X X X !

X X
d = 4 d = 6

X IX
X X

X X X
X X

X X
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d = 8

d = 10

X X
X x X

X X X
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X X

X X X
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X X X X X
X XX
d = 14 d = 16

d = Hamming distance distortion with respect 
to prototype.

Figure 5.6: Progressive distortion of middle frame.
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of frame B_n
Figure 5.7: General state space dynamics .
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Figure 5.8: Output sequence when input degraded by 
Hamming distance=12



X X
X J XX

XXX X
X X

X

X X X
X X

X
X X X
X XXXiX

I_I

Figure 5.9: Sequence after breakdown in synchronism.
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a similar output sequence. Just as with single frames, 
the net internally generates an "archetype” 
representation of the pattern class found in its training 
environment.

The use of context was illustrated further in section
5.5 by observing the response of the system when, after 
training on the generator sequence, the middle frame was 
progressively distorted by an increasing amount. Here 
it was found that a sympathetic cycling occurred even with 
large amounts of distortion introduced. The sequence was 
still "recognised" under conditions where, if the distorted 
frame were being considered as a single entity,it would probably 
have been classified in an indeterminate area of state 
space. The net, however, was able to "see" the frame in 
the context of the sequence and produce a response 
accordingly.

Evidence that the net responds to a set of inputs as 
a sequence rather than individual patterns can be further 
illustrated by presenting a previously learnt sequence to 
the trained net with the frames in reverse order. For a 
typical input, the response of the net is an output state 
sequence of 24 patterns, the last 3 states in this case 
(but not of necessity) forming a recurring cycle. These 
three states (see Figure 5.10)show less correspondence to 
the frames previously taught to the system. This 
corresponds to a situation where, for example, a person is
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Figure 5.10: Output cycle when sequence presented 
in reverse order.
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taught that the sequence T -*■ H ■+ E is a meaningful word, 
whereas the reverse sequence E + H + T is not.
(It is interesting to note that, since the training 
sequence is a 1,closed" sequence (i.e. cyclic), the system 
would also "recognise" the input sequence H -*■ E -*■ T. This 
question of differences between "open" and "closed" sequences 
is one which needs to be investigated in the future).

5.7 Explanation of observed results.

The key to an explanation of the behaviour of the 
network in response to pattern sequences lies in the 
chaining effect of the OR-ed feedback connections as a 
new stimulus is applied with each successive clock pulse 
(see section 5.2). By looking at the pattern actually 
seen by the s.l.a.m. elements (i.e. the result of the OR 
operation between the stimulus and the feedback pattern) 
it becomes clear that the behaviour can be explained in 
familiar Hamming distance terms, and that no new mechanism 
is involved.

Consider, for example, the case where the net is 
trained on the sequence of stimuli
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XX. . . . .XX.. ___XX
XX. . . . .XX . . ___XX
XX. . . ..XX.. ___XX
XX. . . ..XX. . ___XX
XX. . . . .XX.. ___XX
XX. . . ..XX.. ___XXs (1) S (2 ) s (3)

. .  . .  ( 1 )

The corresponding sequence of inputs actually seen 
by the s.l.a.m.Sis then, by virtue of the OR-ed chaining

XX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxx
XX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxx
XX..XX + xxxx.. ..xxxx
XX..XX x x x x .. ..xxxx
XX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxxXX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxxs (1) * S (2) * S (3) *

. . .. (2)

For each frame, the output S(n) is forced in 
response to S(n)* at the input to the s.l.a.m.s.

For a typical sequence of stimuli where the middle 
frame is degraded by a Hamming distance of 2, the input 
sequence seen by the s.l.a.m. elements is (as measured)
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XX..XX xxxx.. ..X.XX
XX..XX xxxx. . ..XXXXXX..XX —V xxxx.. ..xxxxXX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxxXX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxxXX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxxs2 (1)* S2 (2)* S2 (3)*

.. .. (3)

and if degraded by a Hamming distance of 8, the input
sequence to the s.l.a.m.s becomes

XXX..X XX.X.. ...XXXXX..XX XXXX.X .X.XXXXX..X. ^ x .xxx .  ^ ..xxxx
XX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxxXX..XX xxxxxx ___XXXX..XX xxxx.. ..xxxx
S8(D* S8(2)* S8(3)*

.. .. (4)

Finally, if the training sequence is presented, but 
in reverse order, the inputs seen by the s.l.a.m. elements
are

XX...X xxxx.x X...XXx x .x .x ..x x .x x .x .x x
XX.X.. xxxx.x •<- x.xxxxXX___ x.xxx . .X..XX
XX.X.. x.xxxx .XX.XXXX.XX. .xxx.x x .x .x x
SB (1) * SB(2)* sb (3)*

•  • •  • (5)
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The situation is summarised in Figure 5.11, where 
the numbers within the boxes denote the Hamming distance 
between the sequence seen at the s.l.a.m. inputs during 
training (sequence 2) and the corresponding input 
sequence S (1) * -*■ S(2)* -*■ S(3)* seen by the s.l.a.m.s
for each of the stimulus sequences S2, Sg, Sg. It is 
seen that for the two cases where the test sequence is 
slightly degraded with respect to the training sequence 
(cases 3 and 4, corresponding to S2 and Sg), the chaining 
effect produces small Hamming distances between test 
inputs and training inputs as actually seen by the s.l.a.m. 
elements.

When the training sequence is presented in reverse 
order (case 5, corresponding to sequence Sg) however, the 
input patterns seen by the s.l.a.m.s are much more dis
similar (large Hamming distances) to those seen in 
training. As a result the reverse sequence produces a 
meaningless set of output patterns as previously described.

The results outlined in this chapter provide evidence 
that the principles of contextual analysis have application 
in studies of digital learning nets. The use of such 
techniques is clearly significant, and greatly enhances 
the practical value of these networks.
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S (1) S (2) S ( 3)

(Sequence of stimuli)
S (2) *

(Inputs to s.l.a.m.s)

S (3) *

Training
Test

Sequence
q * 
b 2

Sequence
q *Ö

Sequence
q *bB 13 12 13 5

Figure 5.11: Hamming distance relations.
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CHAPTER 6

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Background to the analysis.

Throughout the preceding chapters where experimental 
work has been discussed, an attempt has been made to 
explain and account for observed effects. In the main, 
this has been achieved by reference to specific examples 
rather than by a more general analysis. The following 
sections are intended to provide some analysis of the 
salient empirical observations which suggest a basis for 
a theory of dynamic learning nets.

6.2 Interference of successive training patterns.

Let us consider a network of N elements which sample 
an input retina of N points, and let there be n inputs per 
element.

Let the net be trained on a single pattern T^ with 
the teach terminals of the elements sampling the input 
retina. This situation will give rise to the recurring 
state cycle
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If a second training pattern, T2, is added, then
a new cycle

will be formed, but with a resulting possibility that 
the original cycle due to is destroyed.

This disturbance of the cycle will occur when, in 
training, an element is required to produce a different 
output (for and T2) for an input n-tuple (at a s.l.a.m.) 
which is the same for the two training patterns.

Let the Hamming distance between and T2 be HT.
We wish to evaluate the probability that an n-tuple sampled 
on the input is the same for different forced outputs 
corresponding to pattern and T2.

The total possible number of ways of changing HT 
points on a retina of N points is

The number of ways of changing points from N such 
that an n-tuple sampled is the same for T^ and T2 is 
given by
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Therefore, the probability that an input n-tuple 
be the same for T^ and T2 is given by

C)
(N-Ht) (N-Ht-1 ) -- (N-HT-n+l)

N(N-l)-- (N-n+1)

• • •• •• (6.1)

The probability that the output of this particular 
element should be different for T-̂ and T2 (as a result of 
training) is

Therefore, the probability that the s.l.a.m. will be 
required to produce a different output for the same 
input n-tuple, is equal to the probability of a 
"contradication" in training, and is given by

Pc HT Q
N

( 6 . 2 )

Since there are N s.l.a.m.s, the most likely number 
of elements for which contradication occurs is given by
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H N x Pcc

(6.3)

For each contradiction, the n-tuple feature of the 
first training pattern will be overwritten in favour 
of the corresponding feature of the later training 
pattern T2.

Figure 6.1 shows a graph of the Hc against HT for 
all values of HT (for N=36 and n=3), illustrating the 
variation in the magnitude of the contradiction effect. 
The graph shows that the likely number of contradictions 
only falls below unity (i.e. no likely disturbance of an 
earlier trained cycle) for values of HT such that

It is clear that for a group of very similar 
training patterns contradiction is likely to occur. When 
this happens the features of a later pattern dominate, 
thus disturbing the stable cycle formed by an earlier 
training pattern. The cycle formed by the last-seen 
training pattern then remains undisturbed and can draw in 
cycles arising frorii other training patterns. This was 
discussed qualitatively in section 2.5, where training 
patterns had values of HT such that 1 ^ HT ^ 4.

HT < 1

or HT 23
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Figure 6.1: Variation in "contradiction" effect.
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Similarly, in section 2.6, where the net was 
trained on two pattern classes, typical patterns from 
each of the two groups were found to be at a Hamming 
distance of 20 apart on average. From the graph, this 
represents a probability that some contradictions 
will occur - this time between the two groups of patterns 
as well as between patterns within each group - and hence 
individual cycles of early training patterns were again 
found to be Slightly disturbed.

6.3 Training with less than 100% sampling by teach wires.

If the number of active (i.e. clocked) teach signals 
is reduced from N (as in section 6.2) to W when the second 
training pattern T2 is presented, then as in Equation 6.2

h t Q

But now the probability that the teach signal to a 
particular element be clocked is

W
N

The probability of disturbance of the earlier 
cycle is therefore given by

h t Q W
N2 (6.3)
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Similarly, the most likely number of contradictions 
is given by

ht Q W
N

(6.4)

For HT = 4, and using the decreasing teach activity
wdescribed in section 3.4, the values of H shown inc

Table 6.1 are obtained. It is seen that the probability 
of contradiction occurring decreases markedly1 when teach 
activity is reduced.

Number of active 
teach wires

(W)
HWC ,

36 2.79
18 1.39
9 0.70
5 0.39
2 0.15

Table 6.1

6.4 Unconstrained net with feedback.

This section considers the cycling activity of a net 
where the output at any instant 0 directly becomes the 
next input at time 0+1. The notation used for multiple 
passes through the net in this and the following sections 
is defined in Figure 6.2.
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INPUT NET OUTPUT

T

iil11l1
T

ir

etc.
Training patternis T Test stimulus is,P^

H = Hamming distance

Figure 6.2: Notation.
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Suppose the net is trained on a pattern T. 
Then, as before, this gives rise to a cycle

Now consider the response of the net to an input 
pattern where the Hamming distance between and T 
is Ht. Let the net consist of N elements, each with n 
inputs, sampling an N-point retina as before.

Then, as derived in Equation 6.1, the probability 
that an input n-tuple be the same for T and P^ is given 
by

Q
(N-Ht )(N-Ht-1) —  (N-HT-n+l) 

N(N-l)-- (N-n+1)

Also, the probability of corresponding points on P^ 
and T having different values is

Hr
N

In other words, the probability of two corresponding 
points being the same is

N
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Therefore, the probability that an element should 
sample the same n-tuple for P^ and T and that the output 
of this element have the same value as the corresponding 
point on the P^ input matrix, is

This is also the probability that as a result of 
common addressing, an output point on P^' shall have the 
same value as the corresponding point on P^ (see Figure
6.2 for notation).

And hence the probability of corresponding points 
on P^ and P^' being different is

1 -  Q

In addition, if the s.l.a.m. stores are initially 
randomly half-filled with logical ones, there is a 50% 
chance that locations addressed by different n-tuples 
will also produce the same value as corresponding points
on P-ĵ.

Therefore, the overall probability that an output 
point be different from the corresponding point on the 
input is
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1
2

Then, correspondingly, the probable Hamming distance 
(Hp ) between P.̂ and P^' is given by

(6.5)

On feeding back, this output becomes the next 
input to the net directly (i.e. P2 = Pi')*

Hence, the probability that an element shall have 
the same input sample (and therefore the same output) 
for P^ and P2 is given by

(following once again the argument used in deriving 
Equation 6.1).

As before, there is also a 50% chance that elements 
sampling different n-tuples will produce the same value 
at a point on P2 ' as occurred on P2.
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Therefore, the probability that a point on P2 ' be 
different from the corresponding point on P2 is

And hence, from this

(6.7)

Equation 6.6 and Equation 6.7 therefore provide an
iterative procedure whereby successive transition Hamming
distances can be predicted by evaluating Hp (Equation 6.7)

n
and substituting back into Equation 6.6 to find the next 
value of Q ̂  .

For some typical values used in the experimental 
work we take N=36, n=3, and HT=4. The predicted sequence 
of transition Hamming distances is then given by

H = 10
3

H ~ 10
4

etc.
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i.e. the state sequence is

These predicted Hamming distances are large and 
show a divergence effect. • This would be expfected to give 
rise to fairly long cycles of states, which is the 
behaviour actually observed and reported in Chapter 2.

6.5 Net constrained by means of OR-ed feedback connections.

Now consider the net trained on the same pattern as 
that in section 6.4, but this time observe the response 
when the pattern in the feedback path is OR-ed with the 
applied stimulus pattern to produce the next input to 
the net.

For the first output, the analysis follows that given 
in section 6.4, so that the probable Hamming distance 
between P^ and P^' is once again given by
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H,THP (6.8)
1 N

where Q is given by Equation 6.1 as before.

On clocking the feedback loop, the output is OR-ed 
with the original stimulus, so that

(This was explained formally in section 3.1).

Now suppose that there are 'a' logical "ones" on 
the pattern P.̂ (the stimulus) .

Then the probability that a point on P2 be a 
logical zero is

Because of the nature of the OR function (see Table 6.2), 
the only points on P2 which can be different from 
corresponding points on P^ are those which are logical

N - a 
N (6.9)

zero on P-̂ and logical one on P-̂ '.
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X 1 X 2

II H
 

J—
1 + M

to

0 0 0

O 1 1

l O 1

l l 1

+ denotes logical OR

Table 6.2

Therefore,the probability that a point on P^ be 
different from the corresponding one on ' (due to Hp 
and that it is zero on P^ is

)1 9

(N - a) 2tT* 1 -  Q . . (6.10)

(This is derived from Equation 6.8 and Equation
6.9) .

Then the probable Hamming distance between P^ and 
P2 (= P-̂ + P^') is and is given by

H1
(N - a) [ l  -  Q ( l2 (6 .11)
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The probability of an element sampling the same 
n-tuple for P1 and P2 is Q', which is given by

Hence, the probability that element outputs be 
different for corresponding points on P^' and P2 ' 
(following the argument given in section 6.4) is

(6 .12)

Then the likely Hamming distance (Ĥ ') between P^' 
and P21 (the first two successive outputs from the net) 
is given by

(6.13)

The probability of corresponding points on P^' and P2' 
being different is given by Equation 6.12.

Therefore, the probability that a point on P^' be 
different from the corresponding point on P2 ' and that 
it should fall outside the 'a' ones on the stimulus pattern

(N - a)
N x
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Hence, the probable Hamming distance (Hj) between 
the next successive inputs to the net (P2 and P3) is 
given by

H2 (6.14)

Equations 6.13 and 6.14 provide an iterative 
procedure to predict the transition Hamming distance values 
for successive cycles of the net with OR-ed feedback 
connections.

Taking the same values of N (=36), n (=3), and HT (=4) 
as in section 6.4, the following predicted transition 
Hamming distance values are obtained.

e t c .
i.e. the predicted state sequence is
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These calculations predict a convergence of Hamming 
distance values, which is likely to result in shorter 
cycles than in the case of unrestricted feedback (see 
section 6.4). This is precisely the behaviour which is 
observed in the net with OR-ed feedback connections which 
was described in Chapter 3.

6.6 Concluding summary.

Since detailed conclusions and discussions have 
been considered in the body of the thesis, only a brief 
summary is included at this point.

It was stated in Chapter 1 that one stimulus to the 
present work was the concept of functional brain modelling 
using the established techniques of automata theory. In 
the light of this it is felt that the main contribution 
of this thesis has been to investigate the nature of the 
state cycles occurring in the network, representing what 
might be called its "thought processes"*, and in particular 
it has been shown how an unsupervised net learns to form 
an internal model of the environment in which it "lives".

Recognition and classification of input stimuli can 
then be defined in terms of the state cycling of the

* Cycles and "thought processes" have been related in 
this way by Caianiello (see Reference 32).
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dynamic system. This definition has also been extended 
to include the case where the stimulus comprises a 
sequence of individual patterns. The nature of memory 
in the net has been discussed and the distinction between 
short-term and long-term memory processes accounted for.

More generally, in the broader field of artificial 
intelligence, the work has produced some empirical results 
in a field hitherto largely unexplored, namely the 
investigation of networks of logic elements where functions 
are not random, but are learned as a result of exposure to 
a non-random environment.

The research discussed here opens several avenues 
for further work. In particular, two points require 
investigation in the immediate future.

Point (i) is the question of discovering the limit 
to the permissible number of training classes.

The existence of distinct state space regions has 
been established for two training classes, but the general 
problem of multi-class learning has not been tackled.

Point (ii) is the problem of applying the techniques 
developed in the present work to larger networks.

This is obviously related to Point (i) but would 
have a wider relevance in so far as it would permit 
processing of "real" patterns (i.e. actual handwritten

A
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characters, suitably quantised and coded). The use of 
such data would allow an assessment of the practical 
value of the system to be made.

In practical terms it may prove necessary to look 
beyond the present system to a multi-layer network, where 
features extracted by one net are used as inputs to a 
second layer of elements which can be trained separately. 
Each output is therefore influenced by a large number of 
inputs but the number of functions which can be performed 
is restricted.

The theoretical analysis presented in this chapter 
has been confined to a general treatment of the problem 
of interference between training patterns when 'teach' 
information is extracted from sensory data, and to 
predicting the dynamic response of a net in cases of 
restricted and unrestricted cycling. In the future it is 
hoped that the theoretical basis which has been established 
here will be extended to the problems outlined in Points 
(i) and (ii) above.
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE S.L.A.M. ELEMENT

APPENDIX I

Figure Al.l shows a block diagram of a s.l,a,m.-8 
(i.e. 3-input) element.

The input to the device (x̂ , x2 , x̂ ) is decoded 
to excite one out of the eight possible address lines.
In a "teach" phase a teach clock input (c) is activated 
to enable the desired value of the output to be written 
into the appropriate memory location (the desired output 
is transmitted via the "teach" input, T). The output 
(f) of the device is the logical state ($) of the 
location currently being addressed by the input partem

X1 x2 x3 *

Functionally, the 3-input element can be described 
by the equation

f = <j>0 X 2 X 2 + X 2 X 3 + <t>2 X^ X 2 X 2

-------------- <j)^ X 2 X 2
These are sequential equations where 

4>0 ' xix2x3 T c + 4>0 c 

T{2 t

<t>̂' = x^ X2 X3 T c + <j>̂ c 

etc.
(t()n is the present state of a memory location and cpn ' its
next state).
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RANDOM INTERCONNECTIONS

APPENDIX II

In the simulated networks, the inputs to the 
s.l.a.m. elements are connected randomly to the input 
matrix.

Let the s.l.a.m. inputs be labelled as follows

y .1
y .2 
y .3

s.l.a.m.
y 7

and let the input matrix points be identified as 
follows

0 1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 35

Then the actual connections used in the simulation 
are given in Table A2.1.



s.l.a.m. Matrixinput point

1.1 20
1.2 28
1.3 0
2.1 29
2.2 6
2.3 35
3.1 8
3.2 17
3.3 24
4.1 9
4.2 21
4.3 15
5.1 2
5.2 4
5.3 19
6.1 3
6 .2 22
6.3 1
7.1 30
7.2 12
7.3 32
8.1 10
8.2 5
8.3 13
9.1 16
9 .2 25
9.3 18
10.1 11
10.2 31
10.3 26
11.1 33
11.2 23
11.3 34
12.1 14
12 .2 7
12.3 27

s.l.a.m. Matrix 
input point

13,1 6
13.2 14
13.3 24
14.1 5
14 .2 2
14.3 3
15.1 22
15 .2 31
15,3 29
16 .1 10
16 .2 19
16.3 33
17.1 0
17,2 15
17.3 4
18.1 7
18,2 23
18,3 8
19.1 27
19 .2 21
19.3 34
20.1 11
20.2 30
20.3 13
21.1 17
21.2 12
21.3 26
22.1 25
22 .2 32
22.3 35
23.1 18
23,2 28
23.3 16
24,1 9
24,2 1
24.3 20

s.l.a.m. Matrix 
input point

25.1 6
25 ,2 27
25,3 12
26 ,1 35
26 ,2 20
26,3 7
27.1 28
27,2 4
27,3 9
28.1 30
28,2 13
28.3 5
29.1 29
29.2 2
29.3 18
30,1 14
30,2 8
30,3 23
31.1 21
31,2 11
31,3 26
32,1 22
32 .2 1
32 ,3 16
33.1 19
33 .2 33
33,3 10
34,1 31
34.2 0
34,3 15
35.1 25
35 .2 32
35,3 17
36,1 24
36 ,2 34
36.3 3

Table A2.1: Element connections .
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APPENDIX III

DECREASING TEACH ACTIVITY

Let the "Teach" inputs to the s.l.a.m.s be labelled 
as follows

Then, in the experiments where teach activity was 
progressively decreased, the teach signals were applied 
to the s.l.a.m.s according to Table A3.1

Total number 
active

s.l.a.m.s to which teach 
signals applied

36 Ail

18
2, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 
L9,20,21, 22 , 26 , 29 , 30, 31, 
32,34

9 2, 6, 7, 10, 15, 18, 
21,26, 30

5 L5, 18, 21, 26,30

2 15, 30

Table A 3.1
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APPENDIX IV

A BRIEF NOTE ON THE SIMULATIONS

The experiments on s.l.a.m. networks described 
in the text were carried out entirely by software 
simulation, rather than by hardware construction. The 
simulations were written in the DAP-16 assembly 
language and the programs run on a Honeywell DDP-516 
computer (16-bit word, initially 8K store but later 
increased to 16K).

The experimental data (T-patterns and H-patterns 
etc.) was stored on magnetic tape and referenced by means 
of a simple identifying code which indicated

(a) The generator from which a particular
pattern was derived,

(b) Its Hamming distance with respect to
that generator.

(c) Its own individual reference number.

The output of the net was recorded in the form of 
either a visual print-out on a teletype, or punched paper 
tape for further processing, or both,
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Dynamics of the perception of patterns in random learning nets

M C FAIRH UR ST and I ALEKSAN D ER
The Electronics Laboratories, University of Kent, Canterbury

Abstract. This paper presents new results obtained with randomly connected networks 
of digital learning elements. The networks are dynamic in the sense that feedback 
connections are not excluded. It is known that after a period of training on two classes 
of patterns, the network enters few and short cycles of state space activity when exposed 
to patterns. These cycles distinguish between the input patterns. In this paper it is shown 
that the net remains in a discriminatory cycling activity even when the incoming patterns 
are removed. The latter is a remarkable phase in the net’s ‘perceptual’ process which 
greatly adds to its recognition ability.

1. IntroductionThis paper reports on the latest of a series of investigations on the behaviour of randomly connected nets of SLA M  (stored-logic adaptive microcircuits).t  It has previously been shown (Fairhurst and Aleksander 1971) that a network (connected as described in §2.1) enters very short cycles of internal states^ when patterns are held at its input. There are fewer internal states patterns than input patterns hence the net performs a natural clustering operation. This is seen as the first phase of a perceptual operation taking place within the net. Our more recent studies have been concerned with the residual state cycling activity in a trained net (the method of training being described in §2.1) once the input pattern has been removed. It will be shown that in the absence of the input pattern the net enters even fewer cycles for each pattern class. This is somewhat remarkable as it implies that the learning net retains a memory of the input pattern which causes it to ‘live’ in specified state cycles from which it finds it ‘easier’ to recognize input patterns. This is considered to be a most important second phase in the ‘perceptual’ process taking place within the net.
2. Experimentation

2.1. Connections and the ‘aging’ processIn these experiments 36, 3-input SLA M s are used. We label these inputs xjk where / is the /th input of the &th SLA M  (1 <  / <  3, 1 <  k <  36). The input to the SLA M s is therefore a 3 x 36 matrix. We call this the X  matrix. It is considered that the input to the entire system is a 6 x 6 matrix to which binary patterns may be applied. We call this the I matrix. Each element of the I matrix
t A functional description of SLAMs is given in the appendix, but it should be noted that they are 

almost identical to random access memory (RAM ) microcircuits.
£ An internal state is defined as the pattern of Os and Is at the output of all the elements.
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312 M C  Fairhurst and I  Aleksanderis connected to three, randomly chosen elements of the X matrix in such a way that no two of the X elements belong to the same SLA M  (ie they have different 
k values in x]k ). Also no x ,k is connected to more than one element of I. The output of the net forms another 6 x 6  matrix (the O matrix) whose ordering is arbitrary. There is an additional 6 x 6  matrix which consists of the ‘teach’ inputs of the SL A M s. We call this the T matrix. We label the elements of T to correspond with the elements of O. That is, tab of T corresponds to the SLA M  which supplies oab of O. The feedback connections are made in such a way that elements of O are ORed (after passing through a unit-delay device) with corresponding elements of I. That is each SLA M  input ‘sees’

iab O  ahwhere o'ab is the output at oab after a unit time delay. Training includes an ‘aging’ process, some effects of which have been described elsewhere (Fairhurst and Aleksander 1971). The scheme is summarized here for completeness. This process is designed to reduce the domination of the ‘last seen’ pattern in a training run.We are concerned with 2-class learning, there being one prototype pattern in each class. One of these is an H and the other a T as shown in figure 1. The rest

(a)
Figure 1. Generator for (a) T  patterns; (b) H patterns.

(b)

of each class consists of all patterns at a Hamming distance of 2 from these generators. Training consists of selecting a subset of these classes (usually three patterns from each) and feeding each pattern simultaneously to the 1 and T matrices. Patterns from each class are shown alternately to the net. All the patterns in the training subsets are first shown to the net with all the T elements active. This is the first ‘pass’. The patterns are fed to the net for a second pass with only 18 randomly selected teach terminals active, nine of these are active on the third pass, five of those on the fourth pass and two of the five on the fifth pass. This terminates the training.
2.2. Experimental methodIt is already known (Fairhurst and Aleksander 1971) that an unsupervised learning network with ORed feedback connections (such as the system described in §2.1) is able to perform a clustering operation on two classes of input patterns by means of the aging process introduced during its training period. The effect of the OR function is to maintain a stable pattern in the feedback path corresponding to a region of ‘recognition’ in the state space of the system (see Fairhurst and Aleksander 1971).



Perception o f  patterns in random learning nets 313We now consider in more detail a network trained in this way, with particular emphasis on the way in which the recognition properties are retained when a pattern is not forced on the net. To test the net, a pattern (stimulus) is presented to the net and held there until a stable state or recurring cycle of states occurs. The stimulus pattern is then removed (by forcing every input to a logical zero) and the output sequence again observed. Clearly the removal of the input is equivalent to the removal of the OR function and allows the net to undergo unrestricted cycling on all its feedback connections. When the output sequence again becomes stable (either as a single stable state or a cycle of states) the original stimulus is replaced at the input and the output sequence again allowed to stabilize.In all, 16 T patterns and 12 H patterns are tested, these being chosen at random from within each of the two groups.
3. Observed resultsIn order to draw any conclusions about the effect of training the system, it is first necessary to examine the behaviour of an untrained network.The stores of the SLA M  elements are given random logic functions such that, on average, they are half filled with logical Is. Under these conditions the net has received no information about the two different classes of input on which it is required to operate. The experimental test procedure outlined in §2.2 is then carried out to discover the state space behaviour of the system.It is found that the untrained net does not distinguish between the two input classes. The resulting state cycles show no sign of clustering with the input held constant, and on removal of the input, the state space trajectories for both T inputs and H inputs merge into a common dominant recurring cycle of 16 states.We now consider the effect of training the net on six patterns, three from each class. As described previously (Fairhurst and Aleksander 1971), when the net is tested with a single pattern held constant at the input, the resulting state cycles do cluster, indicating that the system is forming an ‘internal’ representation of T’s and H ’s. On removing the input pattern (ie reducing the input to all logical Os) the net starts its state space trajectories from the states reached in the last part of the experiment where the input was held constant. Typical trajectories are shown in figure 2. Clearly, the system now behaves in a manner very different from that of the untrained net. It is found that the system enters one of few cycles, these cycles corresponding to T inputs being 
completely distinct from those corresponding to H inputs as is noted in figure 2. It is interesting to note that for all the H’s tested only one cycle was found, this consisting of the single state shown.The significance of these results lies in the fact that no state space trajectory resulting from an H input enters a T cycle, nor vice versa. The two input groups are now even more clearly separated since only one element of each cycle need be detected. Thus the recognition properties of the net are being retained and indeed enhanced even in the absence of an input.Finally, we record the effect of replacing an input while the net is in the last found cycle. As shown in figure 3, this forces the system back into the region of state space previously associated with the input pattern.
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T -in p u ts H-inputs
inputs ta te s Q 0 O P  0 Q Q 0 O 9 0 9 9 0 0  0

°9 V* * * # *t ■*
«9 «9 *9 «9

* Indicates removal of stimulus pattern
Figure 2. Pattern clustering in the net.Figure 3(a) shows the state space behaviour for a typical T input. With ORed feedback a stable state is reached (in Hamming distance terms, this state will in general be similar to the corresponding generator). On removal of the input the sequence of states eventually reaches a recurring cycle of, in this case, 12 states. Replacing the T input (figure 3(b)) drives the system back again into the original stable state. Experimentally this behaviour was found to be independent of which state was chosen as the exit point from the T cycle. If, however, an H input is forced on to the net while in the T cycle (figure 3(c)), the system returns to a different region in state space—in this case a cycle of

Figure 3. Typical state space dynamics.



Perception o f  patterns in random learning nets 315three states—which are close in Hamming distance to the H generator. Finally, if this H input is removed (figure 3(d)), then the system does not fall back into the T cycle but moves to the familiar cycle associated with patterns of the H group.It is clear, therefore, that the net retains its recognition ability even in the absence of an input stimulus pattern. The pattern at the input simply switches the net into pockets of state space associated with that input during training.
4. Conclusions and analysisThe results presented here show how it is possible to- identify two distinct phases in the ‘perception’ operation of a digital learning net. The first phase corresponds to the ‘short term’ effect of entering a stable region of state space activity while the net is able to ‘see’ the stimulus pattern. The second phase consists of the longer term recognition process when even after the removal of the stimulus, state space activity is confined to distinct regions which can be identified with the two possible pattern groups.The salient features concerning perception in a learning network which this paper seeks to emphasize may therefore be summarized as follows. First, ‘perception’ by the system can be defined as the entry into specific areas of its state space, these areas being determined by the classes of input patterns to which the net is exposed during training. Second, the existence of few and distinct cycles related to classes of input demonstrates that the input classes are not only remembered by the system even in the absence of a direct stimulus, but also that the active net is forced to ‘live’ in state space areas related to the environment to which it is exposed during training.So far, only empirical results have been presented. As pointed out by Kauffman (1969) even untrained nets defy rigorous analysis. However, it is largely as a result of Kauffman’s empirical work with such nets that we are now able to expect a randomly connected network to act stably. And indeed, the results presented above are an example of a tendency towards stable behaviour in a randomly connected net. In the case of a trained net it is possible to provide a nonrigorous rationale for this behaviour. The most important factor is the net’s property to respond in a similar way to patterns that are close in Hamming distance to those seen during training. This property is analysed fully by Aleksander (1970). We call it the S property (S, for similarity).Treating first the case where a pattern is held at the input of the net, we note that owing to the ORed feedback connection only the elements of the I matrix which are at a logical 0 in the input pattern can receive feedback information. Also, because of the method of training, pattern P at the input will produce a pattern P' at the output where the Hamming distance between P and P' is in itself relatively small. Only those binary points that are 1 in P' and 0 in P are transmitted back to the input modifying the input pattern to P” . Now P" is closer in Hamming distance to P than is P' therefore the likelihood of producing P' again at the output is high owing to the S property. Should this not happen, it is easily seen that the net will go from state to state until either a single state remains at the output or a short cycle is entered. Now, if a slightly modified version of P is held at the input, say P "', the net will enter a new cycle, and the likelihood of this being the same as that entered for P is high, again owing to the S property.



316 M  C  Fairhurst and I  AleksanderConsider now the case where some terminal cycle has been entered say Px and the input pattern is removed. Px will be the only input to the net. This still bears a resemblance to the generator of the class to which Px belongs. Thus the response to Px (say Px) will resemble Px but not quite as much as P" resembled P in the example above. Px is fed back in its entirety giving rise to a new response Px and so on. The likelihood of reproducing the same pattern at the input is now reduced, but the tendency to generate chains of patterns close in Hamming distance is still retained. Hence the existence of longer cycles in this condition. It is precisely this lengthening of cycles which causes the same cycle to ‘sweep up’ more of the trajectories arising from terminal states (like Px ) which belong to the same class as Px .Much work remains to be done on the allowed Hamming distance between generator patterns which retain distinct final cycles in a net of a particular size. From a practical point of view it should be stressed that only one pattern in each cycle need be detected in order to recognize the class of the input pattern, hence the above net has been shown capable of clustering naturally 16 T patterns into 3 patterns and 12 H patterns into only 1 pattern.
AcknowledgmentsThe authors wish to acknowledge the support of the UK Science Research Council.
Appendix

Functional description o f  a S L A M :  A  S L A M  element is a random access memory used as a variable-logic/logic element. The memory address terminals (x1, x 2, x 3 . . .) are the inputs of the logic element, the single-bit readout terminal o is its output and the single-bit write terminal t is referred to as the ‘teach’ input. The ‘teach clock’ (h) input enables the writing mechanism.As an example, the function of a 2-input element is given by
O (j) q X  i X  2 0  j  X  j  X 2 0 2 X j X 2 0 3 _V j X 2where
0o = x l x2th + lup0 

0j - x  1x2th + h<p1 . . .(Note that these are sequential equations, where 0;- is the ‘present’ state of a storage element and 0,' the ‘next’ state.)
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Starting with a Moore-type automaton the bases for a brain-like sequential machine are laid down. The problem 
is considered both at the level of a physical structure and a state structure. The logic is cellular and variable to 

■accommodate learning and generalization. It is shown that this structure can “learn to live” in a consistent environ
ment. Concepts such as recognition and recall of environmental events, short-term memory, data generation 
(analogous to speech production) and attention are shown to be natural attributes of the model.

1. IN T R O D U C T IO NThe topic of brain modelling has been tackled by numerous authors, too numerous, in fact, to be cited individually. This is not a review paper and its main aim is to suggest a new approach to the subject.Central to this approach is the definition of an automaton whose state structure is associated with the brain. Clearly, the brain must be an automaton (in the rigorous sense2) of some kind. Closest to this approach is the work of Caianiello11 in which a model based on threshold adaptive elements with linear, and hence mathematically convenient, properties. In our approach we also use concepts of learning networks2 but do not restrict ourselves to linear situations. Thus where Caianiello’s work is based on classical concepts of linear mathematics, our approach is more general, drawing its formalism from the theory of automata.Clearly, only the most primitive of brain functions are considered, but an attempt is made to keep the door open for future sophistication.Specifically, the following concepts are tackled:a) Adaptation to or recognition of an environment.b) Recall of environmental events.c) The production of information (e.g. speech).In a subsidiary way, this enables us to seek a characterization for phenomena such as short-term memory and attention. The technique adopted throughout, is to lay a foundation with a very general model which is bound to be correct but structurally weak (in a mathematical sense), and to allow for its moulding into a stronger structure by the judicious use of experimental evidence.

2. BASIC ST R U C T U R EIf the brain is an automaton in the rigorous sense of the word it must be capable of being described by the 5-tuple</,Z, Q , S ,oj>where / is a set of input messages, Z  a set of output messages, Q  a set of internal states, S a mapping 
Q  x I  6 > Q , and w a mapping Q  x / M > Z  (or mapping Q  —— > Z , the decision being made on the basis of whether a Mealy or a Moore model is assumed—see later)./ is a finite, but very large, set. We assume that it consists of all the possible combinations of activity or non-activity of the sensory receptors leading to the brain. The nature of this exercise is such as not to compel us to state exactly where “ the brain”  starts and ends. As a rule, wherever there are neurons or other processing (rather than transmitting) cells, that is considered to be part of the brain.Z  is the set of overt responses that can be generated by activity or non-activity of neural pathways. These are considered as being measurable by an external observer. Both in the case of Z  and / it is clear that the distinction between continuity and discreteness is a fine one, but we proceed by assuming discreteness hopefully without loss in credibility, and allow that the sets may be large.It is in Q  that the major part of the activity of our model resides. We must postulate a set of internal states simply because in no way can we argue that a 
combinational model would suffice.! Much of our

t Even though some Stimulus-Response exponents do 
precisely that. They assume that the brain is a variable logic 
combinational system. If this were true it would not be 
possible for humans to perform any sort of sequential 
activity (such as singing a song).



12 I. ALEKSANDER AND  M. C. FAIRHURSTmodelled brain activity will be seen to consist of trajectories in the state space of Q , again a finite and large set.The mapping 3 determines the nature of the trajectories in Q , and it will be seen that variability of this mapping provides a mechanism for the property of learning.It is well known that the Mealy (Q  x I  w > Z )  and Moore (Q  Z )  models are equivalent in the sense that one can always be derived from the other, therefore the choice in the model, at first sight, seems arbitrary. A little introspection, however, biases the choice towards the Moore model. The defined outputs Z  seems to be directly related to the internal activity in Q . For example, we know that a human subject can keep a speech-signal active even in the face of incoming information such as, say, the ringing of bells. The speech is not corrupted if the bells ring in moderation, and thus Z  seems a strong function of Q  and a weak one of /. Naturally, for an immoderate amount of noise the speech may be interrupted, but mainly due to distraction or lack of attention. This is due to the influence of the noise in I  on the activity in Q  rather than its direct effect on Z . Thus a Moore model is assumed from here on.
3. P H Y S IC A L  ST R U C T U R E S, STATE ST R U C T U R E S A N D  L E A R N IN GIn abstract modelling, particularly in automata models, it is fashionable to leave the model at the abstract level of the 5-tuple discussed in the last section. Here, however, it becomes important to relate the model to a physical structure and that, in particular, the physical structure shall be composed of electronic logic components. In this way the model remains “ computable”  in the sense that it can be realized as an electronic network. The reason for doing this will become clearer as the model is developed, but it rests mainly on the fact that physical realizability places realistic constraints on the model, hopefully similar to those that exist in the physical realization of the brain.The physical embodiment of the general 5-tuple model must fall, as is well known, within the framework shown in Figure 1.

FIG U R E 1 General Moore-type model.

It must be stressed as strongly as possible that if Figure 1 is a model of the brain, the element marked “ memory Q ”  is not the centre for memory. The box marked Q  need only be a set of delay elements, the pattern of signals on which represent an element of the set Q . Binary signals are assumed throughout, thus, if the order of the set Q  is N , Q  in Figure 1 consists of log2./V delay elements. It is now assumed that the delays are locked; that is, the pattern at Q  is allowed to change only at discrete intervals of time. This is part of the general quantized nature that has been assumed for the model and is done without loss of generality since its “ fineness”  is not specified. As implied previously therefore, the element Q  is a temporary store for q(t) e Q  which allows the chaining operation:
q (t+  l)  =  8(q(t),i(t)) (1)where t is a time integer, q(t +  1) e Q , and i(t) e I. This chaining operation defines the state-to-state transitions of the system; that is, it determines the 
state structure. Due to the imposition of binary values 3 becomes a Boolean logic function, as does w in the equation
z(t) =  w(q(t),i(t)) (2)where z(t) e Z . Thus, 8 and a; in Figure 1 represent collections of logic elements.So far, all that has been defined is a Huffman3 circuit model which must hold true for all automata.Clearly, it is now necessary to restrict this a little by finding a feasible learning mechanism. Clearly, due to its generality, the model as it stands could include a learning mechanism. For example, in the state diagram in Figure 2 we assume that the automa-

FIG U R E 2 Examples of a state structure before learning 
(A) and after learning (B).ton “ at birth” behaves as indicated by part A  of the diagram (the system has one input wire and two state wires q 1 and q2, there are no outputs).Learning consists of shifting to part B of the diagram at the arrival of a “ teach” pulse /' =  1



AN  AUTOMATON 13(where, n o r m a l l y , =  0). This entire procedure may be modelled by Eq. (1):
ql(t + l) = q '( t ) .P ( t )  
q2( t +  1 ) = q \ t ) .q 2{t)(. A  Boolean A N D  / reads: not /).We note that q in Eq. (1) represents a vector
m
U 2Jand that 8 above is a fixed vector function. [This type of notation will be used throughout this paper, that is, letters with superscripts are vector elements (e.g. /*, i2, z1, z", qk), whereas small letters with no superscript [such as q(t), z(t +  1 )] are used for the entire vector.]Exactly the same effect may be achieved by making 
8 a variable logic function which causes the state diagram of the automaton to change from that of A to B. Now only one state variable q l is required (say, q' =  0  for the left-hand state and q l =  1 for the right-hand state) there is no direct input, thus the labels on the arrows disappear.For A the 8 function is:
q \ t +  1 ) = q 1(t)whereas for B, the 8 function is
q \ t + \ ) ~ q l(t)Thus if we postulate the existence of an element which performs the function
q \ t +  l) = </>i(7I(/)+</.2 ql(t) (3)

(+A  Boolean OR). A  is achieved by letting </>j =  1 and <f>2 =  0, while B is achieved by letting c/>2 =  1 and =  0. Exactly how these variables are set will be tackled later, here it is merely established that 
learning in our model resides in the variability of the 
8 logic (and indeed the a> logic) of the model. We have thus arrived at an automaton as in Figure 1, but with a variable state structure and a variable output mapping. Learning being defined as the variability in this structure fits in rather well with a common definition of “ learning” as a change in 
behaviour. 3 Indeed, the state structure of an automaton is its behaviour.
4. M IC R O SC O P IC  L O G IC  ST R U C T U R ETwo overriding principles guide us in modelling our logic structure:a) the structure shall be cellular,

b) no specific order should be assumed in the interconnection of the cells.These principles are derived from a need to impose similar functional restrictions on the model, as are likely to be in force in the brain itself. Thus if the structure is to be cellular and non-ordered, attention must be given to the function of each cell and the way these are connected.Any logic cell may be described by three parameters
(m , n, F }where m is the number of inputs, n the number of outputs, and F  the set of functions relating the inputs to the outputs.It is assumed that n =  1 for all our cells. This can be done without loss of generality, as it is easily shown that an «-output cell is equivalent to n, 1-output cells. We do not need to specify m too closely, except that for the sake of physical “ computability”  it could be quite low, perhaps between 2  and5. Indeed, it has been shown4 that random networks of cells with m =  2  have a relatively sophisticated “ intelligent”  behaviour. Given this situation, one allows F  to be the set of all of the l 2" logic functions of m inputs.At this point it becomes necessary to comment on the comparison between the cells defined above, real neurons and neuron models. At first sight, it appears that in the quest for physical computability, the restriction, in terms of the number of inputs imposed on the basic cell of the model, is greater than that imposed by nature on the neuron—the basic cell of the brain. However, this is not so.It has been assumed in decades of neuron modelling, 5 that the neuron performs only linearly separable functions of its inputs. This means that for a neuron with m inputs, the order of F  is very much 
less than 22m for large m. Now, this is precisely the case with an assembly of our basic logic cells. For example, the network in Figure 3a performs a number of functions, which is of the same order as the

(a) (b)

FIG U R E  3 Examples of non-universal logic circuits.
a) Composed of universal elements.
b) A  linear separator.

a 3



14 I. ALEKSANDER AND M. C. FAIRHURSTneuron model in Figure 3b. There is also a similarity between the sets F  of the two models. 10 Thus it is possible to assert that even though our basic cell is clearly different from a neuron, this does not preclude its use in a large assembly of such cells which may well behave in a manner analogous to an assembly of neurons. It is one of the salient contentions of this paper that an assembly of variable-logic cells behaves in a fashion analogous to that of the brain, and that the precise functions of the cell elements are not very important. In other words it is possible to explain phenomena such as adaptation to the environment, recall, etc. by referring only to the bulk properties of a cell assembly.This leads directly to the question of the way in which the cells are interconnected. The guiding principle that they should not be connected in a systematic way has already been stated. The reason for insisting on this is that there is no source of an algorithm whereby this network might be connected. Therefore if any particular network of cells can be shown to be useful as a model it should be one with relatively random connections. In nature, physical constraints may well impose some kind of order on the connections between cells. For example, only neighbouring groups of cells may be heavily interconnected, whereas distant cells may not be. Indeed, the advocacy of this paper is that the actual interconnections between cells are of secondary importance.It is a simple matter to relate the concepts of a cellular structure to the Moore model of Figure 1. This is illustrated by the “ random” net in Figure 4(a), where some cells with inputs to the environment and some with outputs to it are shown. All are “ randomly”  interconnected to cells with no inputs or outputs. Clearly, this network may be re-drawn as in Figure 4(b), where the relation to the Moore model becomes evident.

FIG U R E 4 Equivalence between network topologies.
a) A  random net.
b) Re-drawn in the Moore form.

5. W H AT IS LE A R N T , A N D  HOW ?Learning in the model has already been defined as a variation of the S and a> functions. Referring now to the cellular structure, this implies changes in the particular functions (from F) which are performed at any time. In fact the overall operation of each cell must assume a form similar to that of Eq. 3. For example, for m =  3, the overall operation of a cell may be expressed as
f  =  (f>o dbc +  </>! dbc +  <f>2 dbc +  </>3 dbc +  </>4 abc + <t>5abc +  f 6abc +  f ja b c  (4)where a, b and c are the cell inputs,/the output, and 
<f>t a binary variable. This implies that each cell contains a store of 2‘" bits, representing the variables </>o to The value of these bits uniquely definesthe function of the cell, and the set of functions F  is seen to be in one-to-one, correspondence to the 2 2m possible values of the vector
<j> = <t> o 

<t> lChanges in this vector imply changes in the state structure of the network.There are many ways in which the </> vector of a cell may be changed. It has often been argued that the most time-wasting, and hence unlikely, are those in which a “ punishment” signal is transmitted to the cell.6 Excluding such an arrangement (mentioning it only for the sake of completeness) it appears that a useful way of achieving the change in the vector is by causing the cells to receive information (through a “ teach”  terminal 99) regarding a desired output. To be precise, this means that a cell with some binary pattern on inputs, a, b, c on receiving a 0 or 1 signal at 99 will reproduce the signal as its output whenever the same pattern is re-applied to the inputs. This means that in the 3-input device described by Eq. 4, and <f>j single-bit storage elements are addressed by the pattern on a, b, and c, and then set to the value currently at <p. The physical details of such an element may be found elsewhere. 1 These cells are not only physically realizable, but are commercially available as standard electronic microcircuit components called SLAM s (Stored Logic Adaptive Microcircuits).It is important to decide on the role that the additional terminals 99 play in the overall model. Clearly, the brain has no specific set of “ teach” channels connecting it to the environment. In fact, 
no matter how the elements o f  the brain change their
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logic function, the “ teach” information must come from the five senses. Equally, therefore, it is specified that in the automaton model the q> terminals be made to sample the same information that is being fed to the net inputs. Rather than being an arbitrary assumption, it is a contention of this paper that this arrangement is responsible for the adaptation of the model to the environment and its subsequent “ intelligent”  behaviour. This point is pursued in subsequent sections, whereas one specific qualification must be added here.Clearly something must decide whether the elements are in a learning mode or not. Here it is simply stated that an aging process is taking place and that the probability of changing the stored vector in each cell decreases (say exponentially) with time. The time constants of such changes have a broad distribution, but the maximum probability of a change in each cell is “ at birth.” This is a slight departure from the rather simple physical realizability of the model so far. Indeed, as a future refinement of the model, a probabilistic behaviour will have to be built into the cells. This is easily realized by the introduction of noise into an otherwise deterministic system. Except where otherwise stated, it is not necessary to evoke such a probabilistic behaviour in the cells—the principles discussed in the rest of this paper do not depend on it.
6. R E C O G N IT IO N  O F TH E E N V IR O N M E N TAt this stage we refer to the block diagram in Figure 5. This differs from Figure 1 in the sense that the y

F IG U R E  5 A  Moore model with “teach” inputs.connections are shown. For the time being, the precise accommodation of the <p terminals of the 
u> logic is left undefined, as, initially, only the S logic is of concern. It is assumed that the system is “ born” as some specific time at which it becomes exposed to the environment for the first time. That is, its

“ senses”  become active and both the teach terminals 
cp and the inputs begin to receive information.Consider first the frequent repeats of presentation of a pattern M  (say the face of the mother) among a bewildering bombardment of other inconsistent patterns. Let us say that the part of M  reaching the input terminals is M x and that reaching the “ teach” terminals is M v. Since the teach terminals are largely active, M v becomes an output of the S-logic, associated with M t. That is, the S-net will respond with M v at the arrival of M t at the input. The effect of the feedback loops is such that M v will reach the input terminals and a compound pattern (M , +  M lp) will also be associated with an output M r  The resulting effect in state space is shown in Figure 6,

FIG U R E 6 The recognition of single patterns from a 
ground state.where the result or exposure to other patterns 
(A, B . . .  Z )  is also indicated. The “ ground state’ has been included only to illustrate the concept of the formation of the “ stable”  cycles like M v. However, during “ consciousness” , if there is a continual change between the stationary input patterns, the state space would develop as in Figure7. Here, K  signifies a return to some ground state

FIG U R E 7 Alternative recognition structure with optional 
returns to a ground state.



16 I. ALEKSANDER AND M. C. FAIRHURST(when the input is not in the class of consistently appearing images). The automaton thus learns to “ live”  in a state space which corresponds to consistently recurring input images, and, in due course, the ground state would disappear. This principle applies not only to single images but also to consistent image sequences.If, for example, input patterns P , Q  and R always appear in that sequence, the state transitions will form as shown in Figure 8(a). This triplet of states is hardly different to a single state and could be represented as shown in Figure 8(b).

FIG U R E 8 Pattern sequences that may be considered as 
single patterns.Thus, it is possible to define recognition of an environmental pattern as entry into a state space region which corresponds to that pattern and which is formed during learning by simple exposure of both the (p and / inputs to the pattern itself. Little has been said here about generalization in the system, however the mapping of inputs into stable states is clearly a many-to-one affair as is described elsewhere for simple digital nets.1,7
7. R E C A L L  A N D  M E M O R YTo define recall and memory, it is necessary toassume that a state of inputs exists which does not evoke a direct, recognized response. This is like an “ eyes closed”  situation in which input signals are effectively cut-off. We call this input O t. Consider a likely sequence of events if the 0 , signal occurs while the system is in the stable state M v. Note that the 8 feedback maintains the M v part of the +  M t) input image. This means that the state will change to a new state M y, but due to the generalization of the net there will be a similarity between M v and in the Hamming-distance sense. This gives rise to entry into a new state M y  and so on until the system enters a cycle of states (i.e. one of the elements of the chain is repeated). Typically this cycle consists of only one state as shown in Figure 9. It has been shown elsewhere1,8 that the nature of this state trajectory depends on the amount of training

FIG U R E 9 Short-term memory: O t is an “eyes closed” 
input resulting in a state drift as shown.previously applied to the system. Briefly, this means that if a system has “ seen”  many similar versions of M  (implying that there are many stable states similar to M v), then the chain of states to M " is short and the state(s) in the final cycle is (are) similar to M v. This final cycle is defined as the 
recalled version of M . There are many factors that give this definition a satisfying distinction. Firstly, we know introspectively that the memory of an image has less definition than the original. Secondly, the chaining effect provides a useful mechanism for short-term memory. It has been seen experimentally1 that if the system has only had a brief glimpse of an image, the chain is long, the states decrease in similarity to M v (memory fading) and the final state need bear no resemblance to M v at all.The dynamic nature of the proposed memory mechanism is stressed here. It is very different to the computer-like store models assumed by many brain modellers.7 * 9 It is also stressed that much more experimental work remains to be done on large networks in order to ascertain the precise nature of the state-space trajectories in the above recall mode. Indeed, a theory of such behaviour is the subject of much current research.
8. E FFE C T  O F L O N G  F E E D B A C K  LOOPS (SPEECH P R O D U C T IO N )As is probably the case in the human brain, the existence of a long feedback loop between the overall output and the input of the model plays an important part in the development of its "intelligence” . It will be shown here that through the action of this loop the model can learn to associate an input image with an appropriate output message. For clarity we shall use the analogy of the automaton’s learning to “ say”  “ mah-mah” on seeing its mother's face.Let M  be the input pattern (of the mother’s face). This gives rise to the usual stability of the 8 logic in state M v. Now assume that consistently and simultaneously with M  the sounds “ mah-mah” (symbolically, just m-a-h) are applied to the automaton. The resulting state activity is shown in Figure 10. Again,
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FIG U R E 10 Recognition of the m-a-h sound sequence 
(entry for M  not shown).due to the generalization of the S net, it is possible for the system to enter this cycle of activity for either only the input M  or only the input m-a-h. Here one must remain aware of the fact that it is not a real physical situation (i.e. a baby) that is being described, but an over-simplified one with hopefully analogous characteristics.It is assumed at this atage, that the cu logic is untrained (i.e. set at random). It is also assumed that the output repertoire of w is not numerous. That is, 
cu maps in a many-to-very few way from the internal state to the output (i.e. there are only a few output connections from to). Thus, during any internal activity of the system the output will be emitting random messages from its repertoire. Assume that 
m-a-h or something similar to it is part of the repertoire and that it is generated from time to time. Each time that m-a-h is produced it will be recognized in the sense that the § logic will enter the appropriate cycle.Now it is necessary to specify the connection of the “ teach” terminals of the w logic. Following our previous philosophy, the teach terminals of w  (cuv ) must sense some part of the input. But, due to the way that these terminals affect the eventual output of the net,+ it is assumed that the terminals are restricted to the sensing of the “ muscular” effort involved producing the output. That is, the c terminals sense the speech production effort needed to generate m-a-h. Call this m^-a^-h^. As a result of the recognition in S, there would be a consistent and, for all intents and purposes, simultaneous stimulation of m^-a^-h^ at the “ teach”  terminals of to and the mv-a9-hy at the inputs of to. The association is formed with the result that when m-a-h is “ heard" by the automaton it enters its m^-a^-h^ cycle in S and generates m ^-a'-h' (as speech) at the output of to. This would also occur for a visual input M . That

t A  pattern P  at <p for an input K at inputs / will subsequently 
appear as P  at the output when K  is at the input.

is, the automaton has learned to “ speak” in response to the recognition of a visual or aural stimulation.Some comment is required on this state of affairs. Firstly, the above mechanism seems too rigid in the sense that we know that babies do not automatically say “ mah-mah” when they see their mother's face. The element of choice as to whether to respond or not seems to be missing. It is thought that this is an example of “ attention” which will be touched on in the next section of this paper.Secondly, the assumption that the cu terminals are associated solely with the muscles of speech production implies that an efficient model might have many, somewhat disjoint output logic systems such as cu, one for each significant muscle group (e.g. headturning muscles, arms, hands, etc.). It is not known to the authors whether there is physical evidence for this in animal brains. Finally, a prerequisite which allows the model to learn to “ speak” is that it must build up internal state cycles on information similar to its own output repertoire. In humans this would mean that a baby learns to speak because it is exposed to “ baby talk” . It is not known to the authors whether examples exist where babies have not learned to speak through not being exposed to enough “ baby talk” .
9. A T T E N T IO NThis is probably the most baffling of all brain activities as far as the brain modeller is concerned. One of the difficulties is that the concept covers many different activities and it is by no means certain that all have the same mechanisms. These activities may be broadly summarized asi) the reception and recognition of one set of data among others (the cocktail party problem);ii) the choice of muscular action (whether to walk left or right or whether to turn one’s head or not);iii) the choice of thought (it is clearly possible to control one’s internal state activity).The first of the above effects may be explained by the fact that internal state trajectories must take place along meaningful (i.e. previously learnt) paths. This is a corollary to the argument put by many workers that the brain anticipates the high transition probabilities of sequences of messages.To explain the other forms of attention, it may be wrong to represent “ thought”  as a single coherent



18 I. ALEKSANDER AND M. C. FAIRHURSTstate activity. That is, it is necessary to assume that the loops may be partitioned into groups within each of which some form of sub-activity is taking place. Attention is the result of the interactions between hierarchies of such activity. Consider the following example.An automaton model is watching a programme on television (activity T). Some of its feedback loops are engaged in the recognition of this information. Someone walks into the room and starts saying something (activity S). Through introspection and experimental evidence we know that a human subject will not be able to attend fully to both, but, while paying full attention to one he can still devote a little attention to the other. To explain any co-existence between these two activities one postulates the existence of a second set of feedback loops which enters an internal activity corresponding to S. I f  in each loop the next state were dependent solely on the present state in that loop, the two activities could co-exist side by side. This is not the case, implying that there is an interaction between the loops in the S logic. Also, due to the assumed connections of the teach terminals this interference is very likely. To make “ sense” of the situation the automaton must get out of this confusion. One way of doing this is by muscular action. It can turn its head (say) and look at S rather than T, and then return to T. This is as much a learnt response of the to logic as the speech production discussed in the last section and provides a modelling basis for the type of attention mentioned in (ii) above.We see that in addition to the two loops involved in the straight recognition of incoming data, a third loop (the long-routed one in the above case) is responsible for the control of attention. Exactly the same mechanism may be postulated for attention of type (iii), except that in this case the third controlling loop would be a short-routed internal one, that is another loop around the S logic. Although much work remains to be done on the way in which these attention mechanisms are learnt, in principle, it has been argued that attention does not fall outside the range of action of the proposed model.10. C O N C L U S IO N SThis paper has set out to built up a general automaton-like framework for brain modelling.

The following features have been derived:i) A  Moore structure is preferred.ii) The logic of this structure is cellular and randomly connected.iii) Learning is a result of associative action within the cells, which only requires a sampling of the environment. No special “ teach”  signals are assumed.iv) Long-routed loops play a vital role in the behaviour of the model.v) The basis for the existence of psychological properties such as, recall, short-term memory and attention has been established, but much work remains to be done on the quantification of these concepts.
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PATTERN  LEA RN IN G IN H U M A N S AND  
ELECT R O N IC LEA RN IN G NETS

Indexing term s: Brain m odels, Learning system s, Pattern  
recognition

The letter reports on a previously unseen similarity between 
an associative memory model recently proposed for the brain 
and some electronic systems that have been developed for 
practical learning machines. This similarity is analysed, and 
its implications are discussed. Results of a comparison 
between the learning behaviour of an electronic network and 
a group of human subjects in a pattern-recognition task are 
given to complete the comparative study.The associative memory model (a.m.), proposed by Willshaw 

el al.' may be described by the expression
ak =  1 if ’Z t j b j  =* T .............................................(1)jand
ak =  0 if 2  <t>jbj <  Tjwhere ak are the N A binary outputs and bj are the N B binary inputs of the associative net; T is some threshold integer and <j>j is a binary constant which is set to 0 or 1 during the training period of the net. This is a slightly degenerate form of the classical threshold model of neurons such as is used by Widrow and Hoff4 and Taylor,5 which may be described by the same expressions as in eqn. 1 with the difference that the 

<t>j are continuous ‘synaptic-weight’ constants. The a.m. model is therefore a binary-weight version of the classical analogue-weight model.Also, the a.m. model is a particular version of a single-layer binary learning (s.l.b.l.) net2, 3 shown in Fig. 1. Here it is seen

Fig. 1 S in g le -la ye r b inary le a rn in g -n e t m o d e l

that the b inputs are sampled as «-tuples by S units (called stored-logic adaptive modules or s.l.a.m.s) each of which is capable of forming a complete association between n inputs and one output. Consequently the S unit contains 2" bits of storage. The association is formed according to the binary value of the input ak, ak being the output of a threshold decision unit T ’ such that ak = 1 if T ' or more of the S units are active. It is evident that the a.m. model is equivalent to an s.l.b.l. net with n =  1.Willshaw et al. consider the case where the net associates patterns with M A out of N A and M B out of IV, ‘on’ states and show that, for maximum storage of information and least association error T  = M B = log2 N A. In the Widrow model, there is no such assumption, and the adaptation of the threshold is as much a part of the learning process as the adjustment of the synaptic weights. Indeed, one is led to question the meaning of the information-capacity analysis of the a.m. model, since it implies a constant M A and M B. It is more likely that nervous tissue has to cope with the association of patterns in which M A and M B are not constant. For s.l.b.l. models such as in Fig. 1, assuming no restriction on 
M a and M b, the total amount of information storage implied by a perfect ‘A from B' recall is NA 2N‘ bits. Such a model has n =  N b and does not possess the important property of generalisation (i.e. the property of coping with patterns similar to those in the training set). This property arises as a result of making n less than N B in which case the actual storage of an s.l.b.l. net is N A(NB/n) 2”. The precise nature of this generalisation has been discussed elsewhere.8 It is well known both experimentally6 and theoretically7 that

putting n =  1 as in the a.m. model results in the least storage and also in the highest error due to overgeneralisation (even with the threshold set at N B). It is unlikely that a living tissue would evolve into such an unfavourable situation, and it is probable that the Widrow model is physically a closer representation. Nevertheless, we have found that the s.l.b.l. model, besides being easily realised as electronic hardware, has a learning characteristic that may be compared to that of humans in a simple pattern-recognition task.It is possible to calculate the most probable behaviour of s.l.b.l. systems if the Hamming distances* of a test pattern to those in a training set are known.8 On this basis, an experiment was carried out to fit an s.l.b.l. model to the results obtained from a pattern learning test on 16 human subjects.The experimental patterns were derived from a generating pattern shown in Fig. 2a. They were formed by randomly changing the squares on this pattern, the number of squares changed being the Hamming distance H  from the generator.Patterns selected as the training set were each at a Hamming distance of 2 from the generator, and thus at maximum Hamming distance of 4 from each other. In all, there were five different sets of patterns, classified in terms of the value of H with respect to the generator pattern. The five values of 
H used were 2 (the training set), 6, 10, 22 and 28.The patterns were projected onto a screen. In each of 10 tests, the first five were training patterns (H =  2). These were followed by five test patterns selected from the other sets, for each of which the subjects were asked to assess its similarity to the patterns in the training set by means of a ‘score’ between 0 and 10. 10 signifies a high similarity and 0 a high dissimilarity. The test patterns in each test consisted of one pattern from each set. On average, high responses were obtained for similar patterns and low ones only for dissimilar patterns. The ability to separate these improved with training. Typical distributions of responses to patterns with H =  2 and H = 22 are shown in Fig. 2b as a function of training. The results for other Hamming distances follow a similar form and will be published in greater detail in a longer paper.Fig. 2c shows a similar calculated distribution of responses for s.l.b.l. nets with N A = 1, iVB = 36 and n =  4. This was
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Fig. 2 C o m parison b e tw een an s.l.b.l. n e tw o rk  a n d  hum an  
response in  pattern learning
a Generator pattern
b Response of 16 human subjects (marks from 0 to 10) 
c Response of a 9-element module with n — 4
(i) Responses after 5 training patterns
(ii) Responses after 20 training patterns
(iii) Responses after 35 training patterns

* The number o f binary points by which two patterns differ



obtained by selecting a value of n which gave a reasonable comparison.The results shown have been calculated according to the principles set out in a previous letter.8 The calculation is based on a consideration of all the ways in which the network can be connected and represents the most likely result for any one randomly chosen connection.tIt is noted that, where the net is able to distinguish clearly between the two sets of patterns after 'seeing' only five training patterns, the human response shows a certain amount of ‘confusion' (i.e. overlapping distribution), although this improves as the number of training patterns increases. The electronic net loses its ability to separate the patterns if it is trained to excess. Human response on the other hand, continues to improve with training owing to its ability to ‘forget’ infrequently occurring events. In summary, we find it interesting that the electronic system with a capacity of only 144 binary units of information learns in a way comparable to that of humans, after being trained on only five or so patterns, where the humans require more than twenty.Willshaw et al.1 and van Heerden9 have commented on the discrepancy between the flexibility with which humans recognise patterns and the apparent rigidity of holographic (van Heerden) and associative (Willshaw) models. Indeed, one interesting side result of the above pattern-learning experiment is that the humans were asked at the end of the experiment to draw a pattern which they thought was similar to the generator. Most of the drawn patterns were within 10 binary points of the generating pattern and two were identical to it.A mechanism that could account for this type of memory is feedback between the a' outputs and the b inputs of the system. If the a and b inputs were to sample the same incoming information, the net would learn to respond to the 'familiar' pattern by producing a version of the training
t There are {NB \ ¡n\(NB—n)\} =  58 905 ways of connecting the network

pattern at the a outputs. Feedback would cause the net to oscillate maintaining the training pattern at the a' outputs.This gives a new meaning to the concept of recognition, as it implies that recognised information sets the net into an oscillation which internally produces signals that correlate with the incoming information. The human ability of drawing the generating pattern is analogous to the generation of a self-sustained and self-generated oscillation. Some mechanisms of such oscillations and the way they extend the behaviour of s.l.b.l. nets to the recall and control of sequences have been described elsewhere.3 This still requires a great deal of research attention and is a concept which may be applied equally to all combinational learning net models including associative and holographic nets.
i. a l e k s a n d e r  3rd July 1970
M. C. FAIRHURST

Electronics Laboratories 
University o f Kent at Canterbury 
Canterbury, Kent, England
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NATURAL PATTERN CLUSTERING IN 
DIGITAL LEARNING NETS

Indexing terms: Pattern recognition, Artificial intelligence, 
Learning systems

This letter reports the results of experiments in which an 
unsupervised net is found to perform a natural-clustering 
operation. An ‘aging’ process is introduced during learning, 
and the net is randomly connected with outputs feeding back 
to inputs.

In the field of pattern recognition, much effort has been 
devoted to the development of clustering algorithms in which 
measurements taken on patterns of various classes become 
more closely related to one another within a class after being 
operated on by the algorithm.3 We have previously reported 
that digital learning networks of s.l.a.m. (stored logic adapt
ive microcircuit)* elements with random feedback con
nections could be trained to enter stable cycles of patterns on

6x6 matrix at input and output. The state of the system ¡is, 
in fact, the output pattern, which, at thé arrival of a clock 
pulse, is fed back to the input. This arrangement is shown in 
block-diagram form in Fig. 1, where the random connections 
are made between the output of the or gates and the sikgmi. 
inputs so that each or gate is connected to three ififfedst 
s.l.a.m.s, and no s.l.a.m. input is connected to more than one 
or gate. The ‘teach’ terminals also sample the incoming 
patterns, as shown.

2-class learning is considered. For simplicity, an arOhetjg» 
‘T’ and an archetype ‘H ’ are chosen as the generating pattenis 
for the two groups, each of which consists of all possible 
patterns at a Hamming distance of 2 from the respective 
generator.

The training set consists of two patterns from each of the 
two groups, and two patterns at a larger Hamming distance 
(= 10), one from each generator. The net was Shown this

s.l.a.m.
elements

■ o-o-
clock

Fig. 1 Block diagram of system

their feedback loops as a response to unknown input 
patterns.1,2 In our previous work, we carefully selected the 
training patterns which were fed to the ‘teach’ terminals of 
the s.l.a.m.s to achieve this effect, and the scheme relied 
heavily on the presence of an ‘intelligent’ teacher. In this 
letter, we describe experiments which show that a net whose 
inputs and ‘teach’ terminals sample the incoming patterns 
during a training period performs a natural clustering 
operation. An ‘aging’ process is incorporated in the system. 
This gives a gradual exit from the ‘learning’ period which 
counteracts the deterministic storage characteristics of the 
s.l.a.m.s, and results in a scheme for adaptation with a less 
direct intervention from a teacher.

To achieve this aging, it is assumed that ‘training’ informa
tion is clocked into the s.l.a.m. elements for every input 
pattern, but one allows the network to become gradually less 
sensitive to information at its teach terminals by removing 
the ‘teach clock’ signal from an ever increasing number of 
elements. As training progresses, therefore, an increasing 
number of elements in the net will cease to change their logic 
function in response to patterns at the input.

The feedback path from '.output to input enables the net to 
cycle in response to a stimulus pattern, and the pattern in the 
feedback path is ‘ORed’ with the original input before subse
quent passes through the net, as assumed in other studies. 
This is, one of the many ways of connecting the feedback 
loops, as discussed elsewhere.2 The network was made up 
of 36 s.l.a.m.-8 (3-input) elements randomly connected to a
* A  brief functional description o f  the s.La.m. elertient is given at the end o f  the 
letter

same sequence of patterns five times, with the number of 
active ‘teach’ terminals shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Pass Number of active terminals

1 36
2 18
3 9
4 5
5 2

Each set of terminals is a subset of its predecessor. The 
same sets of ‘teach’ terminals are cut off for all experiments. 
The net is always allowed to cycle (with an observed maxi
mum of four transitions) until a stable output is observed.

In this letter, results obtained with a few patterns are 
presented graphically in Fig. 2. The Hamming distances are 
measured with respect to the most frequently Declaring final 
state for each group, these being labelled T and H  as 
cated. It should be noted that only initial and final states are 
shown, even though the trajectories in state space have 
passed through Intermediate states.

Despite the fact that it is impossible to draw a 2-dimen
sional diagram in which all the Hamming distances are to 
scale, clear evidence of clustering is shown in Fig. 2. Rest,
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one notices that a number of inputs map into the same final 
state (Figs. 2a and c). Such final states are a property of the 
net, i.e. they are archetypes generated by the net itself as a 
function of its training and random interconnections. Typical 
states are found to be close, in Hamming distance, to the

enter such cycles if they are related to them in the Hamming- 
distance sense. It is of engineering importance that a ran
domly connected network o f adaptive elements should act 
in this ‘artificially intelligent’ way without the intervention 
o f a human designer.

initial domain for T

c

Fig. 2 State-space dynamics
%  input 
O  final state

scale: unit Hamming distance

respective generators. Secondly, there is a definite reduction 
in average Hamming distance between the domain of the 
input patterns and the range of the final states. Quanti
tatively, the average Hamming distance goes from 3-5 
between the input patterns T to 2-3 between the final states 
and from 3-6 to 2-5 for H. It is also seen in the H groups that 
distant patterns, but nonetheless closer to H, are drawn 
towards the cluster (as shown in the dotted area of Fig. 2c). 
Recent results on much larger sets of patterns do not show 
departures from this situation.

In addition, if the input to the net is indeterminate, i.e. 
almost equally close in Hamming distance to both groups, 
the system either enters a recurring sequence of states or the 
resulting states cluster in an indeterminate area (Fig. 2b). 
Similar results are found with other sets of random con
nections, and it would be superfluous to present them here.

Finally, the importance of a controlled environment during 
the early stages of training must be emphasised. It was noted 
experimentally that, if, during the period of high teaching 
activity, random patterns are introduced into the training 
sequence, the ultimate performance of the net is greatly 
impaired. Separation of the two groups is largely lost and 
clustering becomes much less marked. Thus, as in human 
situations, it is difficult to dispense with the teacher altogether. 
Teaching Of some kind must take place, albeit indirectly, in 
the sense that the range of patterns to which the system is 
exposed is controlled during its learning period.

Conclusion: The significance of the results lies in the fact that 
a randomly connected network does perform a clustering 
operation as one of its natural properties.

The reason for this is, fundamentally, that a random feed
back network of logic elements inherently produces few and 
short cycles in its state space.4 It is known that the states in 
these cycles and the state chains entering them are related .in 
a Hamming-distance sense. The ‘aging’ exposure during the 
learning period brings about an association of the stable 
cycles with pattern classes, and the subsequent input patterns

Clearly, there is much work still to be done in an analysis 
of the process, and this is the objective of present research.

Functional description of a s.l.a.m.: A  s.l.a.m. element is a 
random access memory used as a variable-logic/logic 
element. The memory address terminals (a, b , c , ...) are the 
inputs of the logic element, the single-bit readout terminal /  
is its output and the single-bit write terminal t is referred to as 
the ‘teach’ input. The ‘teach clock’ (h) input enables the 
writing mechanism.

As an example, the function of a 2-input element is given 
by

/ =  <t>0 ah+ <t>i ab+ <j>z ah+ <¡>1 ab
where

<j>0' = abth + htfio 
<!>i = dbth + h<t>\...

(Note that these are sequential equations, where <t>j is the 
‘present’ state of a storage element and </>/ the ‘next’ state.)
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